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November 3rd, 2021
Dear Readers,

 The last year and a half has been nothing short of a whirlwind 
with its ups and downs and something unexpected around every 
corner. If nothing else, this experience has taught us what it means 
to be adaptable in every aspect of our lives, and Pensive has been 
no exception. At the beginning of last summer, Boston reopened, and 
Pensive celebrated with our first in-person events. The community 
we created grew closer and stronger;  this issue is the fruit of a 
community that extends from our editorial board to our readers to 
interfaith writers and artists around the world.
 While we celebrate the diversity of voices and visions in 
Pensive, we recognize we’ve just begun the long journey toward 
becoming the radically inclusive publication we aspire to be. In future 
issues, we hope to reach out and engage more contributors from the 
Global South, and writers and artists experiencing homelessness, 
incarceration, and other forms of oppression.
 Designing each issue of Pensive is always a collaborative 
endeavor. This time we worked to evoke a harmonious connection 
across pieces - and even across our first three issues- through 
repetition of images, colors, and symbols. With each design we 
sought to capture a moment in our journey as individuals - and even 
more as a community - moving through this time together, finding 
joy in the unexpected.
 With all this in mind, we thank our extraordinary contributors 
and invite you to enjoy the third issue of Pensive: A Global Journal 
of Spirituality & the Arts. Please share this issue widely with your 
own communities, and promote the work of these poets, writers, 
and artists. We hope you will find as much beauty and power in 
these pages as we have.

- The Pensive Board

Cover Art: “Under the Surface” by K.L. Johnston
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J.M.R. Harrison
Write What You Do Not Know

Begin with questions: 
Do jellyfish dream? 
Do rocks think? 
Is God truly jealous? 
Have I a guardian angel? 

Yes, jellyfish dream of kraken, 
of power, of scuttling ships, 
of mastery and the mystery 
of shuttling from shining surface 
to alluring but disruptive depths. 

Stones might be slow angels.
Their thoughts, in ponderous
geological time, encompass starlight,
persimmons, wind, erosion, creation,
and the molten heat at earth’s core. 

All I know is the finger that points
to the moon, not the celestial object itself.
If that finger wavers, the moon is not less 
the moon. God knows our sterling intent, 
our stumbling failures, and has mercy on all.
 
As a child, I was an angry atheist  
who found comfort in subtle shifting light, 
not a countenance and sheltering wings. 
Now cupped in my palm a polished bit 
of rainbow obsidian. It suffices.
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Ellen Peckham
Benvenutos Dream
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These short days are really messing
with me, the way the sun
goes to bed before dinner. 
 
It’s company leaving
before our conversation is over,
cups of tea still steeping in water.
 
I try deep breathing, slow
the number of breaths just in case
God is counting.  He knows
 
it wasn’t me who played with
the earth’s turn. Man is to blame
for the time, the addiction of looking.
 
Last night the moon rose like a cupped
hand slowly bringing hope to the sky
and I drank it in without getting up.
 
Comfort is when, like a child
tucked in, the sun’s body still
shows under covers.

Covers

Beth Oast Williams
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White Swan and Cherries

Gabrielle Langley 

 
This morning, I refuse to leave the pale blue
cocoon of my bed. At some point in the night
my legs turned themselves into swan’s wings.
 
This magic takes my mind off its obsession:
black cherries, and the knowledge that all
cherry pits contain a small dose of cyanide.
 
I work in a hospital. In one year, I have held
the withered hands of over one-hundred dying.
The things that happen when a patient fails.
 
Essential Staff. If I leave this bed, my knees
will buckle. Every morning, I transform:
The Ugly Duckling. Black rubberized feet, splayed.
 
Cygnets on treadmills. Swimming in circles,
I dream – a dark-haired woman from a factory
throwing cake crumbs onto the surface of a lake.
 
She brings me chocolate, a basket of cherries,
and my own shot of smoky bourbon whiskey.
For this favor, I will never, ever, tell her secret.
 
Diesel fumes tendril through the bedroom vents.
I have captured a white swan in a glass bottle.
In exchange for her freedom, she teaches me how to fly.
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One cold night
 after the open mics, and
  high on song and poems, 
   we drove north on Clark 
toward home when beside the street
  a woman wavered 
   into traffic, shining and
    thin as a sapling, 
her jacket hanging like wilt
 off her shoulders.
  In the north 
where we come from
 there are myths, warnings
  about such encounters,
   how one must be aware:
watch your stuff,
 watch your heart.
  We stopped of course,
   and she climbed in 
told us where she wanted
 to go, but wasn’t sure 
  how to get there, and being 
new comers to the city,
 neither were we,
  and the address was nebulous,
   changed often, a flower

Anne-Marie Oomen

The God of Encounters
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dropping petals.
 What should we say of the hour 
  we drove around with her,
   her body weakening, dozing,
then starting up with a shout as though
 half submerged in water,
  half rising in flight, 
   now and then oracular
Find the green light.
 Turn there. What should we say
  of her sudden scream “Let me out,”
   pounding the windows.
And so we pulled over.
 I asked if she could find her home,
  and she stared at us, 
   smiled then, and murmured 
as a child would over a toy, soothing
 a beloved thing: 
  Home. Home. Home.
   And then, as though
in a dream, she wavered again,
 backed away, faded into graffiti 
  and was gone.  As though in a dream
we drove on, silent, heart-broken, thinking
 not all the gods 
  are safe from us,
   not all are safe at all. 
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Divination is Raven’s mantra as 
Raven flies the dispossessed 
Earth from pole to pole, drifting 
on harsh currents of wind
feeling mistaken as an entity
of the world, never knowing
from time to time a land 
on the map. Raven has no map,
because people go places
larger than themselves.
 
Raven sees fighter jets
flying above, thinking,
those sounds, that soaring,
unlearns the freedom 
of birds, in the manmade
implicit catastrophe promised.
The promise of freedom
is ironic, no matter if one
has wings.
 

The Raven’s Divinations

Eleanor Swanson



The land from which
Raven flies day to day, 
through what seems
like centuries, is only hours,
or decades of despair and at the 
same time inconsolable beauty. 
 
Flying over the lights of many
cities, Raven sees their day shadows.
Raven sees cities full of ghosts
and cities full
of people partying 
side-by-side with distraught 
people living with pain and loneliness.
Raven considers both the simplicity
and complexity of all things: the sun
coming closer and closer, love 
that cannot die, people moving
blindly in the flames, in the emptiness
before they celebrate each ecstatic
moment of their lives as they topple 
with arms around each other.
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Raven flies resolutely, finding 
himself tasked with
understanding 
these human rituals, what they foretell
about the future, and what the patterns
of fallen leaves mean.
Raven sings in the chambers of his
Corvid consciousness and bears the 
fierce rain of a spring storm, 
careening in the tumultuous wind.
 
Raven watches people fleeing
from eternity.  What do they
remember from childhood
and what are their rituals 
to try to recreate times of sorrow,
pain, or happiness? Divination
requires hope.  
 
Unlike crows, Raven doesn’t
quarrel with the air, yet deeply 
fears that many interpreters 
of the earth’s rituals 
have gone silent.

17
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Krissy Kilgallen
Oceanfull

Relaxing the eyes from the burden of seeing
what exists as separate
cannot stand
without our constant attention
      maintenance
                thinking of it
the body like a tide
the ebbing and flowing of respiration
the subject which sees
the object which knows
collapses 
under the tide of ease
the sinking back into
      away from 
the constant building
      humming
                holding up

the illusion of
solidity
the one that is me
Are we seeing through a me?
 
or are we the seeing
          the seeing
as we gaze upon our creation
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full and spacious
Tapping into the expanse
from which construction is made
 
contorting itself
in and out
furrowed, curled
twisted about
 
impressions made within it
vanish as fast as they come
so what remains?
The horizon
the groundless ground
the joy of all 
As we venture into the waters
full of our own being, 
delighted, afraid, 
all is welcome;
in stillness 
as the waves rock above
in and out 
in and out
of
the undulating tides of experience.
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Jeffrey Essmann

Emptiness

“There’s emptiness and then there’s emptiness,”
the wise old voice inside me sighing said
(and maybe not so wise as old, I’d guess):
the emptiness that sits like something dead
and leaden just behind your heart and bred
there by a life too silly and too sad
and maybe (I would guess again) too mad.

And then again there’s emptiness of quite
another sort: not stuck behind the heart
at all but wafting, weaving, strangely light,
a purity that’s been there from the start
whose sweetness in the soul the sense imparts
that God again is at his crazy game
where emptiness and fullness are the same.
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Bryana Joy

10 Things I Learned in the ‘10s

   1.
God is speaking to us but
in a foreign language.
 
   2.
In all the world there is no oak tree
like the one in your village. You called it
by a name and watched summer
and thunder come through its leaves.
When you leave, it is standing there still,
a tree worth more than other trees.
Things are not equal, but they can be.
 
   3.
Never hush the small mouth in your heart
when it cries out that what is right must be better.
Kiss that small mouth. It is your one true love.
 
   4.
To say with shining eyes “because of you” to a man
need be no kind of idolatry.
A man’s violence may do violence to the Deity in your eyes.
Why shouldn’t another man by speaking softly heal it?
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   5.
A body that used to belong to a name
is a hole in the universe through which stars leak
even if he was only a large, blonde dog
who smelled like an old puddle
and ravaged each new plot of petunias
as fast as they went into the ground.
For days you will think about his stone on the hill
with a mad loneliness nothing can touch.
This is our best cause for hope.
 
   6.
Whatever you may have heard,
things are not getting worse and worse,
only different and different.
Each difference must be assessed
on its own merits. For example:
babies couched in a wasteland
of blue lights. For example:
some women bubble their ballots
edge to edge, firm as a handshake,
full as a floodlight; their grandmothers
believed this day would come.
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   7.
In spite of everything, don’t lose your faith
in a table circumferenced with friends.
 
   8.
It is easy to forgive almost anyone you knew
when they were a child and the two of you
played tag until twilight in a knot of belonging
and poured in fat innertubes down the sugared hill
and there was never enough time, never.
 
   9.
The way things look matters less and less
when it becomes apparent that you will die.
Today, tomorrow, or in seventy years, but certainly
before you can prepare it for houseguests,
you must hand over the keys to your soul.
In the end, not one of our secrets will be kept.
 
   10.
When your eyes have softened to whatever they see,
you will begin to understand what she is saying.
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Christopher Woods
Just After Dawn
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Chris Duffy
Pure and Simple

Have you ever seen
    Radiant red bird
         Atop the nameless bare tree
              Of a stark white winters’ day
 
Bright with song, you may even say,
    Busily about its purpose?
         Or have you, yourself,
              Perhaps on the flipside of winter
 
In the fiery blades of summer,
    Ever lingered under a shaggy green tree
         With nothing-
              The ego, nor its intention,
 
Which could very well be
    Our sole occupation,
         And, pure and simple,
              Felt the surge of your belonging?
 
Haven’t you then,
    With the whole of your body, also
         Wanted to sing aloud
              As if from the tops of the trees-
 
That cantering ramble
    Of praise and gladness
         For this,
              Another day?
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Jeanie Greensfelder

Chances

Each day I get another chance 
to stay in the present moment, 
to be grateful for being alive,

another chance to give up sugar,
another chance not to give up sugar,
to ponder on my prior selves,

recall teen dreams of fame,
clean-out closets, comprehend life,
spill milk, love all beings,

to wonder who I really am,
earn my keep, value my body,
see with fresh eyes

the sun, stars, and moon,
be satisfied, bored, worthy,
smile at being human,

to have that hallmark day,
smooth and sublime, for when 
I run out of chances.
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Susan Maxwell Campbell

translation

I
bone to bone:
that small lucite box
of mouse remains
spiked mandibles
random femurs
once the owl’s meal—
I stole the stinky fewmets
from the school belfry
and picked apart
this evidence of success

II
bone to powder:
cow + pig + sheep + chicken
the stench and noise exorcized 
long gone to tables
the bone + offal cooked + crushed
now from this tidy plastic bag
into spring roses + day lilies
in the garden
where I spend my life
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III
bone to stone:
the weird life forms
archaeopteryx
trilobite
brachiosaur 
flying + swimming + roaming
die a million ways
fall into silt
pressured by time
now with pick + brush—
I read those stories
in roadcuts + deserts + quarries

IV
bone to ash:
seven pounds
more or less
cooled in a plain cardboard box
and taken to the sea’s verge—
I sift slowly
mismatched pieces and grey powder—
memories + tears—
here’s the honeycombed shard
of her hip
where I rode
dreaming of stars
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Diana Woodcock

Come Bask in the Divine Light

If you love everything, you will perceive 
the divine mystery in things.

from The Brothers Karamazov, Dostoyevsky

It’s so simple really,
and exactly as Dostoyevsky put it.
Practicing it for such a long
time now – loving every tree,
bird, animal, ray of God’s light – 
I’d say he got it so right.
 
Such a surplus of existence
all around us – bright stars
shining down on devastated land,
carpet of scarlet leaves spread
under bare trees, season of
mists – every thorn bush drips
with moisture, holy
as a cathedral cloister.
 
If you love everything,
even the diseased elm trees,
you’ll plant seeds, defiantly
believing there is hope.
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You’ll become transparent
among trees, the divine mystery
whispering in winter wind,
green holly, sun’s rising
and setting, tides that abide
by the moon’s bidding, the tribe
of Tiger, call of an owl on his
nightly prowl, finches perched
on apple branches, two bulbuls
exchanging devoted glances.
 
Yes, you’ll take your chances
on loving everything, though the more
you love, the more you’ll lose and grieve. 
 
But nevertheless, believe
Dostoyevsky got it right.
Come bask in the divine light.
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One Night with Kelly1

Nicole Buzzelli

 Hearts have a bottom. Like an ocean, like a well. I’ve met my 
bottom in heavy moments when I’ve found my density. Roped a 
cinder block to the ankle and sank. Because I’m Italian4, my first 
instinct is to know what it tastes like. It tastes like homegrown 
conversations and undersalted metaphors, limoncello to the back 

1 Kelly Akemi Yamamoto. 2 Here is an image of Kelly I have in my head: She is a goddess 

with twenty golden, outstretched arms, and she is playing with Legos. To her left is rubble. 

A Lego structure had collapsed, not from its heaviness, but from its frailness—because 

whoever had built it had used unconsciousness in the mortar instead of cement. To the 

right, her golden hands are at work. Her hands build, assemble, arrange, rearrange. She 

moves quick, but her eyes are open. One eye on the sun and the other on the people. 

When a piece of her structure falls, her first instinct is to laugh. She looks around and 

asks, Who wants to play with me? What she means: Who wants to build a new existence? 

Another image I have in my head: Kelly is dressed in beige, her hands are on her hips, 

and she stands on the edge of consciousness, staring out at a sparkling, black sky. She 

looks around and asks, Who wants to go with me? I raise my hand. I met Kelly in college. 

I lived with her for three years and will be her sister for eternity. She is, as poet Monica 

Sok put it, “a home for my mind.”3

2 Names have a soul. Kelly in Japanese means warrior. Akemi in Japanese means 

beautiful. Yama in Japanese means mountain. An image of Kelly I have in my head: She 

is dressed in warrior garb, and she stands at the base of a mountain. She picks up a rock 

and turns it over in her palm, knows to call it by name.

3 Danez Smith, Franny Choi, and Monica Sok, “Monica Sok vs. Survival,” March 30, 2021, 

in The VS Podcast, produced by Daniel Kisslinger, presented by the Poetry Foundation 

and Postloudness, podcast, 1:04:25.

4 Italian-American. My grandfather emigrated from Italy in 1932.
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of the throat, tambourines clowning their way through Sunday, 
alchemists turning gold back. It tastes like figs found in empty 
pockets, bees who sting those with opinion quotas, elm leaves who 
write fluttering odes on their perilous way down.5

 The waters of my self exist in layers like an atmosphere flipped 
over on its head. The top stories of my personality are stacked onto 
deeper layers of my personhood, all the way down to the most 
concentrated part of me, the ocean floor. Down there sits my soul—
or rather, the bottom of that well is my soul. I live a sinking life. If I 
get right, if I get smart about it, I can spend my whole life spiraling 
in, swimming down, peddling closer and closer to bottom. It’s the 
strongest desire I’ve ever felt, to know more and more of who I am. 
I figure that of all the people alive, I have the best bet of knowing 
myself the most intimately. If the human condition is infinitely 
diverse—it’s multiplicity spanning the amount of humans that have 
or are or will ever live on this meandering planet—this is the only 
one I actually have a fighting chance of knowing in the body, so I 
should probably commit my hours and madness to studying it.6

 Turn’s out, Life’s with me on this one. The beautiful thing 
about Life is that it’s made everyone and everything a mirror, and 
in terms of seeing self, a mirror is much more efficient than just 
looking down. I see two ways I can look at this. The first assumes 
my control: If I want to swim down to soul, I can use the practice of 
relating to others through mirror-work to better know my self and, 

5 The bottom of my heart tastes like Absurdity playing the handbells.

6 Knowledge and knowledge in the body are two different things. There is a firm boundary 

to the knowledge I can have about thunderstorms until my body has experienced one 

and, then, because my body is not one.
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thus, propel deeper. The second is much more absurd: If my soul’s 
objective is to drag me below, pull me down by the hair, the ankle, 
whatever limb it can get ahold of, then it can willfully position others 
like mirrors. It can use relation like a ton of cinder blocks to the 
chest. Because I value Absurdity, I prefer the second.
 Mirror-work is a delicate game. The trick is to get real observant. 
When I was a kid, I sponged my bedroom walls purple. At night, I 
would lay on my twin mattress, right ear to the pillow, and stare at the 
sponged purple wall, finding shapes amongst the chaos, whispering 
things to their center, and laughing at what they’d whisper back. 
Observant like that. 
 The Law of Sponged Purple Walls goes that they can only 
reflect back shapes that already exist in me.7 Observing, however, 
is not mirror-work. Mirror-work is the engagement. I find a shape 
on the wall and hunt for it inside my psyche. I ask a question and 
answer honestly. I connect a dot and draw a line. The last step, 
arguably the most important one, is to drop all the nonsense—
remember that I am no wall. I will never know that condition, but I 
don’t need to. I have my own.9 Sponged Purple Wall, neither of our 
natures can be shoved inside a shape. All my others, You and I are 
strange and wonderful. No mirror can capture our wholeness; no 
image can render our light.10

7 In an Instagram post I saw recently, actor and artist Riz Ahmed wrote, 2) The only reason 

acting is even possible is because inside each of us, is all of us.8

8 Riz Ahmed (@rizahmed), “Highlights from our talk with @deadline about making Sound of 

Metal 1) You can either have vulnerability or control, you can’t have both 2)…”, Instagram, 

April 16, 2021.
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 So mirror-work is to make a metaphor, and then remember 
that it isn’t real.11

 Mirror-work: I stare at chipped tiled floors, and the chipped 
tiles inside of me stare back. I read about new suns spotted by 
satellites, and I find the cosmos popping open inside my chest. I
stare at a fish in its tank, and I feel the desperate salmon flopping 
madly in my belly. And here is where the honesty comes in: 

9 The boundary to what knowledge I can know about any body of matter’s condition begins 

and ends with my body, its conditions, and its experiences. Any knowledge I can ever 

know about an other is not embodied, and therefore, not actually mine. I don’t need to 

know an embodied condition, though, in order to know that there’s wholeness housed 

inside of it.

10 Mirrors are like moons, reflecting the light of something they are not. It makes me think 

of the 1929 oil painting, The Treachery of Images, by Belgian surrealist painter, René 

Magritte. The painting shows the image of a pipe and beneath it reads, “Ceci n’est pas 

une pipe.” This is not a pipe. Don’t forget: the pipe is not the painting, and we are each a 

sun.

11 Mirror-work has others. There’s window-work, but I don’t like it much. Window-work is 

when I look out at an other. But the thing about windows is that I can still see my reflection 

in them. I project myself onto an image of who the other is. I don’t like it when people do 

window-work with me, and I also feel it is wildly ineffective in either experiencing the self 

or the other. I’m learning, though, that it plays a role in my reality, and I can study that role 

real well. On the whole, I prefer rain-work, experiencing an other like rain. One way that 

I do rain-work is to ask a bunch of questions and then put the answers on my tongue. I 

haven’t figured out how to take myself out of an experience entirely (as of now, I’m stuck 

with me, and maybe I’ll always be), but I can let that other soak into my cells like water, 

wash over my senses like music, run through my body like river. I can immerse myself 

in the wetness of their rain. Rain-work feels good, and I think it is equally important to 

knowing soul.
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Sometimes I stare at a fish in its tank, and I feel my edges become 
glass. I realize that I am the tank, killing the wildness of the fish 
trapped inside of me. Either way, the condition of an other teaches 
me a condition in myself. Either way, I get the hammer.12

 Because of a myriad of factors, mirror-work with other humans 
can get very convoluted. Sometimes there’s too much feeling floating 
around in the air or too much light to see anything or not enough. 
If I’m willing to wait with it, though, the dust always settles. Most of 
the time, the angle is positioned to see a particular sliver of self. 
Sometimes in those mirrors, I see the faces of ten thousand others. 
Sometimes in those mirrors, I see savannahs of empty space.13 
Occasionally, though, very occasionally, the conditions and angle 
of mirror are just right to look out across at an other and find that 
I’m staring dead-straight back at myself.
 One night, I sat across from Kelly, each of us on either side of 
an ash-gray couch. The sky outside, night. The sounds of the city, 
busy. Books sprawled out on the coffee table. Cups of tea balancing 
on knees. Hours of brewing conversation. We talked about joy and 
freedom and change and dreams and soul, and as we talked, I saw 
an image forming in my mind, building piece by piece. I recognized 
its density immediately.

12 One of the ways I know my body in its whiteness is to know that I was born into a 

condition of being a tank.

13 If I decide to think like an artist, I can also think about negative space. Think of the 

body as an embossment. Think about what it was carved from and the shavings that 

were stripped in the carving. Look in a mirror and see all the things there and not there. 

I can also think of the body like an installation, interacting with its environment and its 

environment interacting back. When I think of the body in this way, boundaries of self 

begin to lose their sense. 
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 Hello there, bottom.
 I felt my body sink into the couch, all my ounces soaking in the 
experience of seeing an image from my soul. The image lingered 
as Kelly and I talked, and as the night wore on, it unfolded itself for 
me like origami bending backwards, like a stack of cards carefully 
fanning itself out. The desire to swim in that image clawed its way 
into my gut. I wanted to be with it and be with it in the presence of 
somebody else. 
 At some point in my life I had come to believe that desiring 
to know myself was selfish and that the nature of selfishness was 
to be at odds with others. But that night with Kelly, I did not feel 
at odds. I felt at home. I felt as if we were braced on our toes in a 
carefully improvised dance with consciousness, each self poking 
at truths in the other. Somehow, selfishness had done a backbend 
into relation, a self to a self, a soul to a soul. The experience of 
both bearing witness and being witnessed felt cavernous. I have no 
metaphor.
 Instead, I have some math. The presence of a desire to know 
myself did not mean the absence of a desire to know her. The 
relationship wasn’t binary, one-dimensional, one-or-the-other. It 
wasn’t even two-dimensional, a spectrum in which being more in 
one direction meant being less in the other. The relationship was 
of another dimension entirely. It was more like the relationship 
between mass and gravity: the more I wanted to know myself, the 
more I wanted to know her. Another way to say it: selfishness and 
selflessness are positively correlated. The more self I have, the 
less I have, too.14 

 Which brings me back to soul. I’m currently sifting my way 
through Bill Plotkin’s book, Soulcraft: Crossing into the Mysteries of 
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Nature and the Psyche. In it, he tangibly defines soul and spirit:

The concept of soul embraces the essence of our particular 
individuality. This individuality reflects our unique and deepest 
personal characteristics, the core and enduring qualities that 
define our personhood, the true self, the “real me.” Soul is 
what is most wild and natural within us.

In contrast to soul, the concept of spirit points to what all 
people, all things, have in common, our shared membership 
in a single cosmos, each of us a facet of the One Being that 
contains all.15

 I love definitions; they are a structure to play in. But the trick 
to them is to not be fooled by separateness. The real relationship 
between soul and spirit is twisted and tangled and twined. A desire 
to know my soul is a desire for all souls to be rightly known in 
the collective name of spirit.16 The relationship between individual 
14 The suffix -ish (as in selfish) means to have the qualities of something. The suffix -less (as 

in selfless) means to be without. To experience having the qualities of being an individual 

self expands my experience of being without one. I am both whole and fraction of whole.

15 Bill Plotkin, Soulcraft: Crossing into the Mysteries of Nature and the Psyche (Novato, 

California: New World Library, 2003), 25. Bill Plotkin is a depth psychologist, ecotherapist, 

and wilderness guide.

16To know a soul rightly is to be in right relationship with it and all things. I see right 

relationship as being in an orientation that faces the direction and makes decisions that 

are in favor of Life for all Life. This is in opposition to the other side of the directional 

spectrum that faces Death of any Life.17
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and the collective, then, is like mass and gravity. Reverence of the 
individual, including the one I am, cultivates and nourishes reverence 
of the collective. This is a truth I hold: to revere the mountain, you 
must revere each rock.
 Soul is granular, and mirror-work is in reverence of the grain. 
Recently, I read Conversations by Ai Weiwei, a book that acts like 
a transcript of several conversations Ai Weiwei has had about his 
life and work in the wake of his 2017 exhibition in New York, Good 
Fences Make Good Neighbors, and documentary, Human Flow, 
both of which focus on the global refugee crisis and put human 
faces to some of the millions and millions of displaced people 
around the world.18 His 2017 Laundromat project in a gallery in New 

17 The true relationship of Life and Death is multi-dimensional, not binary or spectrum. 

There is Life in Death and Death in Life. That being said, I believe the first two dimensions 

can be used as tools, as long as they are not mistaken for singular truths. Thinking about 

Life and Death as on two sides of a spectrum is useful in my understanding of an abstract 

concept like right relationship within the confines of my embodied experience, which 

heavily relies on the first two dimensions to make things concrete for my brain. Facing 

and walking towards Life is right relationship. Facing and walking towards Death is not. 

Sometimes making things uncomplicated tells my eyes where to look, my feet where to 

walk, and my hands where to work.

18 An introduction of Ai Weiwei made by Alexandra Munroe in Conversations:

We know Weiwei as the world’s most famous artist and activist. He is also a curator 

of some of the most influential shows in the history of Chinese art; an architect of an 

entire art neighborhood in eastern Beijing; the first artist possibly anywhere in the world 

to see the internet as a space of free mobilization, as a forum for free expression—

especially in China, where such mobilization and constellation convening of a forum 

were unprecedented in modern Chinese history. When Evan Osnos asked him why he 

spent eight hours a day blogging and on Twitter, before the Chinese government shut 

down his blog in 2009, Weiwei responded, “It’s no different than making art. My stance in 
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York worked my gut like a wrench. Featured in the exhibit were the 
clothes and shoes and blankets that were left behind by the refugees 
forced to evacuate the Idomeni refugee camp in Greece. Each item 
of clothing was individually washed, dried, and ironed. They were 
hung around the gallery, sorted and placed as consciously as each 
cell is in the body. The project was a heavy-footed stance of care 
for these people who were discarded by systems that don’t operate 
under the fundamental tenet of human dignity. The project was a 
stubborn reverence of soul hanging up on display.
 And, again. In 2008, the Sichuan Earthquake killed tens 
and tens of thousands of people, and it was clear the Chinese 
government was not going to discuss the number or nature of 
deaths. In Wenchuan, 1,700 students went missing under the rubble 
of their high school. Ai Weiwei organized a citizen’s investigation to 
find the names of the students who had lost their Lives. One of the 
works that came from this investigation was an installation, Straight, 
made from the rebars of the collapsed school. Of the installation, 
Weiwei said:

This is a really sad story. After almost two years, I located those 
rebars from the quake. They were all these broken rebars, all 
very twisted. The local people were reselling the rebars; they 
would break down the concrete and take them out. The rebars 
were made of metal, so you could make a few hundred dollars 

life is my art.” Robert Bergold some years later asked him what advice he had for young 

artists; Weiwei responded, “Forget the art. Fight for freedom.”19

19 Ai Weiwei, Conversations (New York: Columbia University Press, 2021), 3.
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a ton. By that time, my name was already very sensitive, so 
I had to use people from my studio to buy all that rebar. We 
just paid more to the local people for the rebars, took them 
to Beijing, and started to straighten them out one by one. It 
takes about two hundred hammer strokes to straighten one 
rebar, and there were about 150 tons of rebar to work on. After 
two years, they were all straightened. It’s a form, so it doesn’t 
really need that much creativity, and it bears a lot of meaning 
and struggle. It has strength in itself.20

 The art was not the rebars; the art wasn’t even the installation.21 
The art was the stance, the stubborn reverence offered to the 
students’ souls. There’s not enough hammers in the world to 
straighten out that kind of loss. But to have buried souls willfully 
unacknowledged is another kind of violence, compounded onto 
firsts.22

 Another way to say it: When a soul is not revered as the Life it 
is, humanity moves closer to Death. When any soul is valued more 
than another, the collective becomes polluted. Supremacy is an oil 
spill in the oceans of humanity, in the oceans of this planet,  and in 
the oceans of soul. The systems in power made of human creation 
seep tar.23 They walk towards Death—Death of Wild Life, Death of 
Feminine Life, Death of Black Life,

 20 Ai Weiwei, Conversations (New York: Columbia University Press, 2021), 80-81.

21 At best, the installation was a mirror.

22 Firsts like not building high school structures with care, humanity, and precision.

23 Male humans, white humans, humans of European descent. Colonialism and capitalism 

are oil with the singular objective to consume Life.
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Brown Life, Muslim Life, Sikh Life, Poor Life, Asian Life, Indigenous 
Life, Displaced Life, Gay Life, Trans Life, Queer Life, Young Life, 
Elder Life, and all the embodied expressions of Life, beautiful and 
infinitely diverse, that are being violently pushed to the margins by 
these systems that carve protected space for existence only for 
supremacy’s select few.24 If supremacy is an oil spill, humanity needs 
filtration. As freedom worker Dr. Jaiya John says it, supremacy-
inferiority is a virus.26 If supremacy is a virus, humanity needs herd 
immunity.
 But the thing about oil is that it floats. It cannot reach my bottom. 
I find the maritime boundaries; within mine, I swim down.27 Sinking 
feels different in my body than I thought it would. I feel denser. My 
self drips heavier, more Life is pulled into my orbit. As I sink, I amass 
more grief, and my body’s capacity to feel it expands. I won’t look 
away—the ground is seeping with blood; the earth cries; violence 
is fed to the children. 
 I am amassing more joy, too. This is a truth from Kelly: Life is 
meant to feel good in the body.28 There is reverence in enjoying 
the senses, in putting every truth on the tongue, in flipping over 

24 Supremacy kills more embodied Life than I can name. As I write this, I feel angry and 

resistant. It is so sad. It is so shameful. I want to live in a world where the pollution of 

supremacy does not need to be explained because it is inherently understood; a world 

where the value of any Life does not need to be proven; a world where a body’s right

to live does not need to be made explicit; a world where accountability is defined as systems 

and individuals being held accountable to those who have been harmed; a world where 

much of what is called privilege is understood in the framework of rights that were stolen; 

a world where a person’s Life can be spent swimming down to soul without them having to 

expend the energy on fighting for the freedom to do so; a world in which supremacy is not 

a normalized condition infiltrating communal spaces and individual bodies; a world where 

oppression does not strip communities and individuals of their choices; a world where Life 

and bodies are free. Fuck supremacy. 25
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the pillow of consciousness and burrowing my face into the cool 
unfamiliarity of its backside. There is pleasure in watching Absurdity 
make a muck of my serious claims. The poets, for instance, refuse 
to surrender their antics; the birds can make songs out of anything; 
the seventh graders have it all figured out; the trees give advice to 
their seedlings; the flowers have mastered the swing dance; the 
sun continues to peacock its sunrise whether I wake up to see it or
not. 
 In the end, a mirror is only good for so much. It is just an image; 
it is not the pipe. Soul, drag me down. By any means necessary, 
drag me down. Kelly and all my others, what’s your ocean floor 
like? I want to know from the bottom of my heart.29

25 Fuck Supremacy (A Haiku)
Fuck supremacy

Stop fucking killing people

Why is that so hard?

26 Jaiya John, Freedom: Medicine Words For Your Brave Revolution, (Camarillo, California: 

Soul Water Rising, 2020). Dr. Jaiya John is a freedom worker, author, and poet. He is the 

author of numerous books, and the founder of Soul Water Rising, a global rehumanizing 

mission supporting the healing and wholeness of vulnerable populations.

27 Another way I know my body in its whiteness is to examine my relationship with 

boundaries and my relationship with center—with who or what should be in center and 

who or what should be in footnote.

28 She would also probably say, Enough with all the cinder blocks. Dance down, instead.

29 A truth to remember in murky waters: each rock belongs to the mountain. When I forget, 

repeat: Humanity is my home. Humanity is my home.
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Seth Jani

Breathing in the Dark

If you don’t pray in
the swan-filled darkness
how will you ever know
there are white birds
all around you, ferries
to the far shore of heaven?
This world has already saved us.
There’s nothing left to do.
Just pull off the fearful cover
you slipped over your heart.
Empty the troubled vessel.
Let the water shine.
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E.D. Watson

PRAYER AGAINST THE BINARY

god bless the man in platform boots
god bless the woman in a tux
what does man or woman mean except division
of what is whole? They say the universe
is still expanding—how can we cling
to hers or his? Each of us is just a speck
on a speck of stone within a galaxy
of specks, which is itself a speck
in the cosmos. Zoom out: then tell me
how we can presume to know
a blessed thing
 
and all praise to the heavenly Motherfather,
all glory to the Great Them, who told Moses
I will be what I will be, and named Themselves.
Who, in Their infinite mercy gave us one job:
to embody Them. Grant that we may see
those milky bands across the sky as
fingerprints too big to comprehend.
May we see Them in ourselves as well, and say:
I am, the plural who is one. May we be whole,
not half.
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Apatura iris

Noelle Floyd

i am tired of the process of coming out slowly to everyone i meet
it’s a painful process, one i’d liken to
the molting of a butterfly,
shedding the self to reveal the brightness of wings,
the truer self,
the fragile self.
because to exist means to be known,
and to be known truly means to
bare my most vulnerable parts to people i
barely know, barely trust,
and i choose, between truth and safety,
tightrope walk the wire of hatred or
acceptance or confused disdain every time i let someone in.
i’m tired.
 
some days i wish i could smear my colors,
purple and white and black and grey and
rainbow
all of it
across my cheeks like warpaint, let it drip from my eyelashes,
dare the world to un-know me,
un-make me, because here i am as i am and what, exactly, are  
 you going to do about it?
(most days i just don’t have the strength.)
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i want to disappear into the crowd,
into obscurity, bend my bones into a field of flowers and   
 dissolve into
the earth where i will never again be perceived
or perhaps up, past wind, past cloud, past where breath 
 still breathes,
where no human could tread,
and never look back and
never be looked upon again because
 
i am all, i am nothing, i am bright and
inescapable and invisible and the sun
and the waves and the
gentle flutter of butterfly wings.
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Nida Elley

I Used to Live for Words

I used to live for words,
the sounds they made 
when strung together,
the epic tales they told,
the deep emotions they evoked.
But with the passage of time,
I find I want to speak less,
breathe more,
and just be.
I want to use fewer words
to speak larger truths,
distill the essence
of my awareness
into a bottle
like a love potion,
to be passed on to others,
from one mouth to another,
till we’re all entranced and intoxicated, 
left speechless by Your magical presence.
I used to live for words,
but now I’m the one who
breathes life into language
and must speak from the soul,
hoping each word builds a bridge
towards the One I live to find.
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Finding Ourselves Rooted 

Lisa Lundeen

My first house that 
I bought on my own 
had a century-old 
willow oak in the 
backyard, her girth 
more than my out- 
stretched arms could 
hold. Among her roots 
nestled tiny treasures: 

caches of her acorns 
from last fall, mushrooms
suitable for fairy teas, 
stray poison ivy for 
the unwary, and springtime 
daffodils I could enjoy 
from my kitchen window. 
There were even a couple
of bricks, perhaps remnants 
from a bygone patio, 
hugged in close. The
daffodils showed me that 
a previous owner had 
sought to brighten their
dishwashing chores 
when warm sunny 
days weren’t something 
they could yet count on, 
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but the bricks taught  
me even more: belonging 
comes with time and 
connection, but isn’t 
reserved for predictably
“like” elements. Home 
is the one in whose 
arms we find ourselves.
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Karen Luke Jackson

Dust to Dust

“I don’t vacuum,” my sister declared.
“Saints live under my bed.”

No such excuse for me. Beneath my mattress
my own dead skin, flakes shed during dreams

that scatter snatches of memory: forest stumbles
and scratched limbs, a foghorn’s mourn,

windowless rooms, no corners, no doors, a sand-swept
tent in the Sahara I’m to camel across tomorrow

but neither dreams nor dust care.
One night, a woman in a saffron sari

perfumed my forehead, said,
“You don’t have to come to India now.”

My ashes will never grace the Ganges,
nor my body whirl toward Mecca.

What remains when my spirit leaves will compost
like egg shells and onion skins into soil

and if wind whisks some of that dirt
through an open window

and it ends up household dust,
may I rest with the saints undisturbed.
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Jerome Gagnon

Sites of Shutdown

A place must be made, still, for joy.
- Carl Phillips
 
These days it’s hard to come by
where you might expect it, although you look for it
in the usual places — in the folds of roses,
in their perfume,
 
in the unscheduled appearance of an orange dragonfly,
the way the sun calls out to the drooping, pink flowers
of the oleander at the end of the day,
how they shine on as they always do,
 
in the unripe peach you pick up from a bowl
on the kitchen table, the familiar warmth in your hand.
Yet none of these things move you
the way you want them to: in awe, in wonder.
 
Where will you find it, then, if not here
in the stillest of places, in this empty house
splashed with summer’s longing —
in this very room, this very body?
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Marianne Lyon
Shadow Dancing 

I would never 
dance naked but
 my Shadow frolics like ocean kelp
 twirls     sways     gyrates 
 from room to room     blinds not drawn
 Man in the Moon winks

I would never waltz 
in tight dress but
 my Shadow dons silver gown
 metallic mermaid skin
 every bulge     crack     cleavage
 solo-dances a sexy tango

I would never walk 
without marked path but
 my Shadow raucously stomps an Apache dance
 through field of daisies with impulse
 to decorate her buttonhole 
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I would never hop a tall fence 
that shouts “Do not enter” but
 my Shadow careens over
 says “It’s unkind to keep us on this side
 it’s greener over there”

I would never jitterbug 
with my “Do Not Open” dreams but
 my shadow shreds wrappings     lip syncs
 gavottes with each hidden dishonored longing 
 like from a deck of cards     she chooses one

I would never abandon her 
even with vastly different dance styles but
 Shadow warns, 
 “If you won’t tap dance wild
 on the hood of a rusted old car
 I’m packing my bag”
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Ann Neelon

Feast of Our Lady of the Assumption, Green Harbor Beach

These old ladies sure can yap!
If you want to get a word in edgewise with these bathing beauties,  
 you’d better ask for a handicap.
They tuck their white hair under pink bathing caps.
After her double-mastectomy, Mary has trouble keeping up her   
 shoulder straps.
Ta-ra-ra boom de aye! The skirts on their bathing suits give a little   
 kick to their arthritic hips.
“Faith is a trap.” Do you believe that claptrap?
 
You might say Our Lady was forced into faith’s trap.
Yet she accepted her possibly ignominious fate without a yap.
Pretty soon she would be bouncing baby Jesus on her hips.
It’s an understatement to say that unwed motherhood could have   
 proven a real handicap.
Poor Joseph! He must have brayed like a donkey as he was    
 cinched into marriage’s halter straps.
He needed a pregnant soon-to-be wife like he needed a pink   
 bathing cap.
 
Circumstance is a pink bathing cap.
To say otherwise is to deny suffering, which is like opting to live your  
 life in a tourist trap. 
Sometimes the bathing cap seems so shocking in its pinkness you  
 don’t think you can put it on, but you do.  You let it cut into your  
 double chin with its too-tight straps.
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Connie’s husband is in a coma. Charlie was such a talker too.    
 Now he has gone almost a year without the slightest yap.
He had planned to spend retirement spoiling his grandchildren and  
 working on his golf handicap, worrying, if he had to worry   
 about anything, about having a little arthritis in his hips.
 
Never say that life doesn’t shoot from the hips.
It does.  None of us get what we really deserve. All any of us can   
 do is try to bloom where we’re planted, in our pink 
 bathing caps,
and vow to take no gift for granted, even a disabling handicap.
Just ask Mildred. That stroke sure got her to clean out the claptrap.
All our lives, if death were a dog, it would bite us, but we barely   
 hear its yap.
Then, suddenly, we’re old, and death is barking, barking, barking.   
 Nothing binds us to each feeble day but faith. It’s the strap   
 that unstraps.

Our Lady, who art in heaven, through all that shimmering    
 luminosity, we spy your bra straps.
On your feast day, put on your bathing suit and wade with these   
 ladies into the salt water up to your hips.
They believe that you can cure what ails them, or at least stop   
 pain’s yap.
Be assumed back into heaven in a pink bathing cap.
Prove dogma is claptrap,
orthodoxy the believer’s worst handicap.
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The bathing beauties give each wave a handicap.
“Watch out, Evelyn,” Winnie says. “That big one’s headed right for  
 you.” But Evelyn is a little deaf. At that very moment, she lets  
 go of dignity’s invisible straps.
As she plops into the water, the others laugh so hard they almost   
 cry.  Friendships of seventy years are full of such joyous   
 claptrap.
Winnie and Mildred start splashing each other. It’s like they’re   
 pouring champagne over each other’s hips.
Oh, life’s too short. Let these old ladies be buried, when they’re   
 good and ready, to solemn accord in their pink bathing caps.
Let them, for these few minutes, become their grandchildren.  Let   
 them be young enough again to think grief is a little yap.
 
Don’t strap faith in. Doubt is not claptrap.
On the Feast of the Assumption, trust your aching hips to the   
 buoyancy of salt water. Put on the shock and awe of a pink   
 bathing cap.
You are faith’s worst handicap.  Let miracle yap!
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For J.H.W. 

Rocking his body
while he sits
he’s generations of forming
like water dripping onto rock. 
As usual we closely listen: 
“the source,” he says, 
“comes from where it’s not.” 
Then, in silence  
we’re drawn towards him. 
As our questions begin 
to form, he strokes 
his beard and speaks: 
“in the Warsaw Ghetto 
the holy Piacezna Rebbe said: 
While every head sickens 
and every heart grieves, 
any person who looks 
inside himself for any 
kind of blemish 
feels the most profound 

Rebbe in Silence

Robert Manaster
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joy. His fear is pure 
and he tastes 
the sweetest, most rapturous 
essence of fear.” 
Closing his eyes, 
our rebbe tenses  
his forehead 
as if to squeeze out 
more stories
of loving and God. 
We wait. No one 
could get through. 
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Ipung Purnomo
Above and Below
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Stephen Campiglio

THERAPY

—after René Magritte’s Le Thérapeute
 
I carry varied wounds
along a grassy trail up in the dunes
and sit down for a spell.
 
When a breeze blows open my shirt,
I’m sacrificially turned inside out;
my torso, transformed into a bird cage
 
where two songbirds settle on a swing
and begin to warble
to the beat of my body, vibrating.
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Let healing come
in ordinary time to the tattered
boughs of the fir tree cloaked in snow
 
Let it come to my sadness
walking past Santa and Rudolf sprawled
flat on their backs on a dew-glistened lawn
 
To the family of wild turkeys in the swale
behind Oak Street scavenging
birdseed chaff from my feeder
 
Let it come to the boy in the Domino’s van
delivering a small cheese pizza to the man
down the block who shelters alone
 
To the stricken in sealed-off rooms, in silence,
in vanishing, and to their loved ones,
who are dipping their hands in grief
 

LET HEALING COME
 — after Jane Kenyon

Wendy Drexler
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Let it come to the trucker driving
his fourteen-wheeler all night
down I-95, hauling lumber
 
To the blue heron on the bank
of Willow Pond tuning her wings
to the key of wind
 
To the green snake, to the ant,
to the sweetgum tree
that knows trembling
 
And to the sorry, to the hardened,
to the amber shard of sea-glass,
to the sea that burnishes the brokenness
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You ask me what your dreams mean
Like I am a divine being
I give you words I have stolen from the mouths of those much   
 smarter than me
I will let you think I am divine
For as long as I can stand to wear the wool of someone else’s skin.
 
After we fuck, you look at me,
Shrouded in false divinity
The droplets of sweat on my skin you mistake for glimmer
I run my hands down my face when you stare too long,
My fingers tug and pull and nudge at all the places my veil has   
 snagged
 
Tell me to be transparent
Transparent enough to feel the closeness
You can no longer derive from your faith
But, not transparent enough that you can look through me
To the smudged mirror hung on the opposite wall
And see what you’ve become
I share your bed with the women that have come before me
Did they perform for you like I do?
 

Rhyia Bibby 

Precious Divinity
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Pour yourself into beads of jade
And I will string you around my wrist
Until the indents left in my skin are permanent
There is a woman inside my hollow rib cage who never liked you
Who never liked the imperfections I allowed you to see
But when you are gone she will be there to occupy the empty room  
 in my stomach
And wrap her bony arms around me
I do not mind that she tells me I have thickened out
I agree
I look at her in the mirror and beg her to make me divine again
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Nita Penfold
You are Thirsty

for deep friendship, for letting
yourself be known and seen in all your parts:
raucous old woman screeching at the birds,
shy young girl ashamed of her thoughts,
an owl keeping watch in the night,
a wolf pacing the dark forest,
wandering monk searching for the divine,
poet trying to give voice to prayer,
teacher who cannot help but show the way
even when you embody the question itself.
What else are you, what else but these roles
these pieces that fit a jigsaw puzzle that makes you—
you, the authentic person sparked by the divine, the one,
the only one who can love you in your entirety,
that can witness you as blessing, blessing, blessing:
created as blessing, living your days as blessing,
blessing others with your presence, your attention.
You are thirsting for yourself like sweet, cold water
running under your hand, filling your cup with
something more than moisture, some wildness
that illuminates your slumbering soul, waking it
with a “Gesundheit!” causing it to sprout stout branches
like the elm tree with its small green buds, sunstruck,
that twist into fiery greenery, blazing.
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Jareen Imam
One phone call

I found an empty telephone booth
at the edge of the world.
I picked up the receiver
and whispered, “hello.”
 
“I haven’t spoken to you for so long,” I said,
“not since you’ve been gone.”
“Where are you?” I cried,
as I looked skyward,
wondering what I would find.
 
But the other end was quiet
as I waited for a whimper,
a click, a cough.
 
I stayed on the line
as the sun vanished,
as the light dimmed,
as I asked myself,
had I endured enough?
 
The only sound I heard
was a tap outside the door.
 
An elderly woman
peeked her head inside to say,
“No rush my dear,
but I’d like to have my turn.”
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Ron Leo Vogel 

Vigil

Sorrow lit the incense stick,
and I watched the flame flicker,

its shimmering verve dwindled,
a dim ember and ashen vapor remained.

As lightest eddies curled the thin wisps
like your memory now thin and frail,

the palest blue lit the long night
and the waning moon held on.

This morning’s bird cries a mournful song
to the lingering night’s clear fate,

as the morning grows, the moon pales,
and my grief wakens as your spirit fades.
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Thomas DeFreitas

A Few Lines for Sue

She liked dry martinis
and the Episcopal Church.
She would have loved Pope Francis.
She knew Mary Oliver slightly
and Bishop Barbara Harris.
She disdained narrow minds,
fled from grudging hearts.

In her young adulthood
(the 1950s, mind you),
she’d scandalize the family
by breakfasting on beer and pizza.
She went to college,
didn’t marry,
studied mathematics,
became a professor.

I miss her shock of silver hair
(in her last few months, a wig),
her mannish suits, her deadpan wit.
Those dinners at Henrietta’s Table,
Sue and Mom and Ronald and me,
cousins solving every problem
of church and state
over wine and apple brandy.
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Bob and Big Dave

David A Cohen

 Surprised doesn’t begin to describe my reaction to seeing Bob 
standing at my front door, wide grin on his face. His unexpected 
death twenty years earlier had filled me with a sense of loss and 
anger I now felt once again.
 “Hey there, Big Dave.” Bob laughed the words out through his 
mustached lips.
  I stood there, mouth agape, not knowing whether to scream 
for help or cry.
 “Can’t I come in?”
 “You are dead!”
 “Yeah, well, nobody’s perfect.” A roar of a laugh followed.
 Pushing me aside, Bob entered my apartment. “I never figured 
you to live in such a ritzy building. Your place is a mess though.”
 “I suppose I’ve been lucky.” I spoke with bitter irony, Anne 
being dead a month.
 “Remember that game with Seaver that we went to at Shea? 
Where he struck out the side with the bases loaded in the ninth? Do 
you still go to Shea, or whatever they call it now?”
 “What the hell, Bob. I’m having a psychotic break again.” 
 “So, who do you think was better, the ’69 Mets or the ’86 ones?”
 “You’re an apparition, a figment of my mind. I need a drink.”
 “No thanks, I can’t have one.”
 I thought of how Bob had died. Drinking didn’t seem appropriate.
 “Let me touch you,” I demanded, believing tactile evidence 
more reliable than what my eyes were showing me.
 “Hey, now, Big Dave, don’t get frisky.” I loved being called Big 
Dave, Bob being the only person who ever called my slim, less 
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than athletic frame and diminutive 5’5” height, ‘big.’ “Have you seen 
Times Square lately?”
 “What?” 
 “The place looks like it was taken over by Disney. At least 
Minnie Mouse never propositioned me.” Again, a roar of laughter.
 My heart began to pound. Sweat dripped from me like a 
man who has just seen a ghost. Either I had lost my mind or I 
was dreaming. Certain that this didn’t involve sleep, I assumed the 
worst. Who cares, I thought, this wouldn’t be the first time. 
 “Remember, how I would hand some candy wrapper or some 
other piece of garbage to you while we were walking and you were 
lost in some deep philosophical or political talk, and I would laugh 
and you wouldn’t even notice.” Bob laughed out his words. “Or 
when we played miniature golf and you would get the lead and I 
would cough every time you made the shot? I’d end up winning by 
a stroke! Those were the days.”
 “What the hell do you want, Bob?”
 “Hey, what’s the matter with you?”
 “I just lost my wife, Bob. What do you think?”
 “That’s why I’m here buddy.”
 “Why isn’t she here?” My face twisted in anguish.
 “You ask a lot of questions, don’t you?” Bob spoke without 
anger. I fell back into my couch and stared into space.
 “I know what you’re thinking.”
 “What’s that?” I asked not caring about the answer.
 “You’re planning to do what I did.”
 “So what?”
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 “Well, look where that got me,” he laughed.
 “Doesn’t seem so bad to me.”
 “Listen, Dave, I jumped off a six-story building because I was 
depressed. I was bipolar. I got courage by drinking. What’s your 
excuse? Your wife died? Get over it.”
 “Damn, for a ghost you are awfully insensitive. I guess that 
hasn’t changed.”
 “Insensitive?”
 I stood up from the couch and decided to have that drink 
anyway. I poured a very large bourbon neat. 
 “I know you miss Anne, and believe it or not, she misses you. 
She loves you still. She wants you to go on living your life. Your 
time isn’t now.”
 “You’re just my imagination, Bob.”
 “Then listen to what it’s telling you. Death isn’t that bad. Life’s 
hard but it’s what we’re meant to do. Don’t screw it up.”
 “When did you become so wise?”
 “When I passed, Dave, when I passed. There is a little poem 
I’d like you to hear. St John of the Cross wrote the words.”
 “We’re Jewish, Bob.”
 “No separate religions where I come from, Dave.”
 Bob put on his reading glasses but didn’t pull out any paper to 
read from.
  “And I saw the river over which every soul must pass
  to reach the kingdom of heaven
  and the name of that river was suffering:
  and I saw a boat which carries souls across the river
  and the name of that boat was love.”
 Bob slowly removed his glasses. 
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 “Please leave.” I cried.
 “Can’t Big Dave. I’m the boat and when the time comes, I will 
be back. Not now though. Not now.”
 “Anne still loves me?”
 “Yeah.”
 “And she wants me to live?”
 “Yes, in every sense of the word.”
 I swallowed my drink down whole. “Well, maybe I just talked 
myself out of it.”
 “Whatever you want to believe Big Dave. Whatever works for 
you.”
 Bob headed for the door. “Be seeing you.” With that, he was 
gone.
 I opened the door and looked out into the hallway. Nothing. I 
put my empty glass down and thought of Anne. I poured my several 
bottles of bourbon down the sink. “Maybe I’ll clean this place too,” I 
thought. First, though, I had friends to call.
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Jacqueline Coleman-Fried 
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AUTUMN THIS YEAR

If there is a god, she’s beaming now,
showering us
with the year’s last sunlight.
 
She has decreed each tree’s schedule and color.
Maples are the first to turn—flame red—
the first to fall.
 
Dogwood leaves hang on, the color of zinfandel wine.
Gingkos change slowly into golden fans.
Oaks wait and wait.
 
Other leaves, parched from little rain,
just turn brown—
litter for leaf-blowers.
 
I revere these leaves, too.
Green, they sustained me last spring
when I was afraid.
 
My father is taking morphine now.
May God take him in her arms
before all the trees are bare.
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Lisa Hase-Jackson

Finding Mom

I have her ashes, her home,
all of her cluttered possessions
but am lost regarding her current
location.

The answer is in metaphysics, I’m told,
and write about this in my journal.
I get as far as the question
in cursive, which I carry with me all day,

because the problem with absolute
answers is that you begin think they exist
for everything.
 Metaphysically, 
my root chakra
is lacking, so I do root chakra

things: eat root vegetables
and orange-colored fruit,
water the garden in bare
feet. The cardinal that visits
my garden every day pecks
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sunflower seeds from exhausted
heads. I think of Mom 
since the cardinal is a sign
that someone we love is near
and yes, this is where
my mother is – in the garden
and in the bird; in blooms
and in the grass. And she is in me

just as I am in the garden and
consequently, too, this
is where god might reside
if such a belief could
situate itself in my mind.
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E.D. Watson

PRAYER AFTER RECEIVING COMMUNION

God I thank you for cornbread soaked in milk
eaten directly from the pan; it’s not a thing
a lot of people understand, but it’s a thing
my grandma did and I do too.
She was from Arkansas, that’s all I know
because I never asked. I went outside to play instead;
I knew the trees. I knew the grass.
Back then, adults were merely artifacts
not paths
 

to a time before cornbread.
A time before corn.
When women’s hands worked side by side by side
the wrinkled and the young weaving baskets,
scraping leather, braiding rope.
We talked the day into the night
trading stories, singing poems. Back then
I would have known her, would have been her.
She would have lived with us instead of alone
with her novels and a piano
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she no longer played. Wherever she is now:
Paradise or born again in the trees where we
spread her ashes, please let her know this
piece of her yet lives, one small thing
I understand: the particular pleasure
of cold milk and rough crumbs gone soft
but holding shape upon the tongue.
It’s a poem I can eat and pretend
my mouth is her mouth,
world without end.
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K.L. 
Johnston

Under the Surface
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Linda Malnack

Rules of Radiance

Accept that we’re on the same spectrum, some of us more radiant
than others. Accept the radiant boy, that he can’t
look you in the eye and it doesn’t mean he’s lying. Make room

for the small animals he brings in the house. Get used to spiders
sitting beside him or riding in his outstretched hand.
Help him shoo the wood mouse into a corner. Marvel at the way

it climbs on his slipper and stays there as he carefully walks outside.
Accept that all you will see of him some days is
10 cups in the sink with hardened halos of milk at the bottom.

Love him. Let him choose how to love you back. Don’t touch him.
And don’t touch the constellation of pockmarks
in the wall over his bed, words his father hurled at him before

he left. Know that some part of the radiant boy went dark, that
somewhere inside he wants to cry but can’t.
Visit him in his world—admire his armor, his fiery sword,

his virtual Tudor house above the virtual beach. Be awed by
his arsenal, his piles of gold. Don’t think about
the man he might have become. Love the radiant man he is.
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Vicki Mandell-King

DO NOT JUDGE ME FOR STAYING

Because I fear change –
and we have been together
for over forty years.
 
Because of guilt and repentance.
 
Because of our son, the grandchildren,
our circle of long-married friends.
 
Because of our home – the Victorian
he bought the day we met.
 
Because the old ash trees still
stand out front, casting
shade against a harsh sun.
 
Because I am gaining what some call grace.
 
Because, if blessed, romantic love
gives way to deep caring.
 
Because for-better-or-worse is
no change-of-mind promise.
 
Because I have nowhere else to go.
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 Luz had risen to the top of the lake of her living. The rising had 
happened as naturally as pollen that will not remain submerged. It 
surprised her, as she did not know that she was pollen.
 Most of her life, she had been shrinking. So unwanted had 
she been that she had done most of her living as if she had never 
been born. Living that way would make her loveable, she thought.
 At her mother’s house, she looked too much like her father; 
and at her father’s house, she looked too much like her mother. Luz 
looked so much like her parents’ failure to love what had come from 
their mistake that they told her that she should never have been 
born. 
 She was just too sensitive, said her father. Life was hard, and 
it would have been better for Luz if she had never been born. On 
the surface of life where Luz was a smart girl, she knew he was 
wrong, but it did not feel that way, so she told herself that if she 
showed her father that she was tougher than he was, he would 
change and love his daughter.
 She should have been aborted, said her mother, because she 
had ruined her mother’s life. On the surface of life where Luz was a 
smart girl, she knew that her mother was wrong, but it did not feel 
that way, so she told herself that if she showed her mother that she 
was loving, she would change and love her daughter.  
 It did not work; they did not change.
 “I should not have been born,” thought Luz, “so I would not 
have had to not be loved.”

Dominique Margolis
Luz and Corazón
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#

 At sixteen, Luz did not try to commit suicide. Her body naturally 
shut down. It was a kind of paralysis that neither the primary care 
physician nor the emergency doctor who performed exploratory 
surgery via an incision through her bellybutton could understand. 
 Luz awoke from anesthesia, but when the mother, the father 
and his new wife fought vociferously over who loved her best, she 
left without anybody noticing. She was no longer hooked up to 
a heart monitor, so nobody saw that she headed for the ceiling 
and past that into a soothing grayish white like on a plane through 
clouds. 
 The leaving, just like the paralysis, had not been her will. She 
could not have imagined flying out on her own outside an airplane. 
It was not cold. It was not scary. There was plenty of oxygen. And 
there was love like when she and her dog Corazón looked into each 
other’s eyes but minus the sense that they were both in danger.
 Luz flew until she almost reached a different corner of the 
universe, one where she was happy and wanted and where the 
thought of pain did not exist, but the wind that had propelled her 
slowed to a near stand-still, and then she was given a choice. 
 She could keep flying until she reached her destination, where 
she would be loved with the kind of love that felt good. Luz wanted 
to, but there was one caveat: that kind of love would only last for 
the blink of an eye before she had to be reborn as someone other 
than Luz but as a little baby girl nevertheless and in yet another 
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corner of the world noxious to baby girls. There, and under even 
less propitious circumstances, she would still have to do what she 
had come to do. 
 She chose to become sixteen-year-old Luz again, figure out 
what she had come on earth to do, and do it. 

#

 Ricochet into adult life. 
 Luz lived until she could no longer live without knowing what 
love was. 
 She went back to sixteen until she reached the intersection of 
no longer being Luz and becoming Luz again. She was ready to kill 
the devil that she had mistaken for the clouds.
 Luz was angry with decades and lifetimes of resentment. She 
stared down the fog, scrutinized it to catch the evil that lurked.
 “You’re no god worth a damn if you can’t show me what love 
is!” she continued, armed with decades of showing her father how 
much tougher than he she was. 
 Luz would not budge from the intersection she had reached 
at sixteen while paralyzed. She remembered the adults fighting, 
the vociferous fakeries of love to show who looked more worthy 
of respect. From above, from afar, the frail, mute teen reminded 
Luz of Corazón, her fragile little dog now faced with the horrifying 
possibility of no more Luz ever. 
 Luz kicked the family members into the fog. They did not 
notice, but she was finally rid of them and alone with the moribund 
sixteen-year-old. 
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 Ever so gently, she lifted her the way she used to lift Corazón 
when she sensed that they were both in danger. She kept them 
both pressed tightly against her chest.
 “I’m going to love you the way Corazón loved you,” she 
whispered, kissing both teen and dog on the head. “I’m ridding us 
of the monsters that would make us believe that we don’t belong on 
earth.”
 The trio rose to the top of the lake of their living. They saw the 
pollen rise along with them. And then they saw that they, too, had 
become pollen. 
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1954
When we get to Penney’s, Mom’ll give me a nickel 
to buy a white sack of malted milk balls, 
chocolate going to sweet white inside. 
Little Rock is fun until Mom grips my hand
as Negroes pass and her fear pours into me.

1955
Too much coffee, your knees’ll turn dark.
Grandma hands me a cup half full, pale with cream.
Legs dangling from the grown-up chair 
between her and my aunts, I sip in silence 
that says it’s a fact and a shame to get stained.

1959
Worse, a dark face, whether brown from farming
or born dark, Colored, Nigra, as dainty relatives say.
Tumbling from the hot car after the two-day drive from D.C., 
I wait my turn to be seen by Grandma, who cups her hands 
around my cheeks and clucks, my, but aren’t you brown.

Merryn Rutledge
Legacy
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1964
Heading outside, Grandma nods to the bonnets as the screen door slaps.
I mind her, tying on a floral cotton contraption
stiff with battens like a prairie wagon top.
Sun so bright it waters your eyes in heat that
prickles your arms and wiggles the far-off edges of the farm.

1966
Sprawling west from Memphis, the rich delta where dark figures 
bend to pick, each one dragging a white sack heavy with cotton bolls.
Barefoot kids wait on the edges of sagging stoops of weathered shacks.
Convict crews dig in sizzling culverts as cops watch with guns.
Black prisoners with white overseers.

1968
My parents hailed the law in ‘64 and the one in ’65.
We honor King and mourn his loss but on the yearly trek 
to Arkansas, in a tone that tells the cost, Dad says, you know,
Civil Rights discussions will raise a family fuss.
I start to speak, then swallow hard.
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Adewuyi Ayodeji

I’m a Waif in my Homeland

I thought I had missed the way to my hometown
after four years’ sojourn abroad. The road to my 
town is barricaded, my town reduced to rubble my
old father slain, his decomposed body food for
the vultures, where I’m trapped shivering with
fear the incessant bombings never scare these 
vultures hovering above the grey sky from feasting
on piled-up corpses of innocent farmers. You call
Western education Haram

is farming also Haram? 
I left my town calm and rustic, now a hotbed of terror 
rife with bombings and shootings, the human voice 
silenced by the wailing of giant guns. I see scores of 
sculls litter the deserted streets. The dispersing ashes 
stink of human flesh, the youth held captive forced to 
take an oath made confirmed monsters in your custody 
of dehumanization my little sisters raided from Chibok 
bullied to satisfy your sexual madness. Only blood served 
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straight from the chopped up heads
quenches my little boy’s thirst, who delights in blood-
sucking and shivers under the weight of heavy guns 
he shoots at will, you hypnotized him to kill her mother 
and be on my trail for my acquired Education. And you 
claim his new way is Islam, my Education is Haram, 
your killing is halal. Your koran must be self-made 
ghosted for your dastardly purpose. My town now 
overtaken by terrorists and vampires 

with the Army... 
overtly namby-pamby.

Here I’m stranded the route to my town leads to death 
all routes in the Northeast ambushed no part is spared
you have bombed everywhere in the name of religion
UN Office and Nyanya Motor Park in Abuja destroyed 
weapons purchase being the Government’s priority budget,
I’m rendered a waif in my dear land where Aso Rock seems
to cop out...as the word stokes the war...
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A Timorous Six

Aliya Haer

Punjab, India 1982

Dussehra arrives, the shortest day of the year and we burst 
firecrackers all day and into the early night without any preliminaries, 
without any attributing of spiritual significance to the sun’s elevation.
 
“Sardar-ji,” Naresh, the farmhand presents himself to my grandfather. 
“They’ll be performing the Ram-Leela at the Chandigarh bus-stand 
this evening...I was thinking, shall I take the little master to see it?” 
he inquires a touch tentatively, to show respect.

“Yes!” Grandfather agrees enthusiastically – perhaps he would like 
some peace and quiet. “It’ll be good for the children, take Faroosh 
(meaning me) as well – and Meena can go with you. Let Meena get 
a taste of the city!” 

Meena, is a nubile young woman, and the newest member of our 
household staff. She comes with such a reputation for enamoring 
men that ‘little master’ Tejbeer, my elder brother, had already 
professed his love and announced his intention to marry Meena 
without once having seen her. 

Grandmother repeats this tale of Tejbeer’s premature love to all the 
company we receive – she’s grateful for the funny little things Tejbeer 
says and does. She uses them as fodder to liven up otherwise dull 
visits.

I feel shy around Meena; it’s hard to tell whether she’s a grown-
up or a girl. I look curiously at her, searching for the woman the 
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men fall in love with. She’s uncomfortable around me too, like she 
doesn’t know what to say to me either.

With Tejbeer’s hand in Naresh’s and mine in Meena’s we head out 
towards the main road. The sun has fallen already, and I’m hesitant 
– a little perturbed to be going out so late without my grandparents. 
Out on the main road, the dark night is lit up by small groups of 
people roasting peanuts on small open fires, there’s the sound of 
firecrackers everywhere and lights from passing traffic and a heady 
mix of smoke to fill our nostrils. 

We catch a direct bus from the Punjab-Chandigarh border; it comes 
packed and barely stops long enough for Naresh to scoop Tejbeer 
in his arms, board the bus’s open doorway, and then with one hand 
to pull Meena – carrying me – on board as well. There is barely 
standing room on the bus. We are encased by bodies and the dark 
night. The bus shifts gears, speeds up, swerves through the traffic 
round-abouts, turns right, goes straight, turns left, goes straight and 
drops us off at the Chandigarh Inter-State Bus Station.

I have never in my life short life seen so many people. We have 
no choice where to go; we go where the crowd takes us, to an 
opening, at the grounds that lie between the bus station and Sector 
17 market. Naresh lifts Tejbeer on his shoulders, Meena picks me 
up as well. Barely over the heads of others I see a giant effigy, 
as tall as a building, teeter-tottering over the crowd. It is Ravana, 
the multi-headed mustachioed demon-god from Hindu mythology. 
Then I see a blaze, Ravana is on fire – punished for kidnapping 
Sita, beautiful consort to Rama, seventh avatar of Vishnu, Hindu 
God of Preservation. 
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There is hooting and hollering from the crowd, then it heaves back, 
away from Ravana, away from the fire. I’m back on the ground, 
my hand tightly clutched in Meena’s, my eyes on the backs and 
buttocks of the multitude. We scurry, bouncing off the crowd till it 
spits us out at the far corner of the bus station. 

“Can you see Naresh?” Meena asks. Now the crowd thins and only 
a few stragglers remain, the bus-station is closing for the night.
My heart sinks. I can’t see Naresh anywhere. If we had to get 
separated, why couldn’t I have been with Naresh? My heart sinks 
further. I’m scared but I don’t make a peep. Tejbeer and Naresh are 
nowhere to be seen. 

‘How will we ever get home? What will become of us?’ I wonder. 
‘Will we become beggars?’ But I keep my fears to myself.

“Look! I see a bus – there’s a driver still in it,” says Meena. We go 
running to a bus parked on the side. “Where are you going to?” 
Meena asks out of breath. “We need to reach Zirakpur – you know, 
the Artificial Limbs Centre close to the Punjab border?”

“Sorry miss, I’m done for the day – and at any rate this bus only 
goes so far as the Industrial Area.”

“Be a dear and take us home,” Meena’s voice turns dulcet, “we’ve 
lost our company, and this little one’s folks must be worried ill by 
now,” she adds nodding her head towards me.

“Where you from?” asks the bus-driver, noticing her hill accent.
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“I’ve come from the hills,” she says boldly. “Been here two days. 
‘Go have a taste of city life’ Sardar-ji says, and this is where it’s 
got me! Lost at a mela!” The bus-driver laughs, he’s charmed by 
Meena and invites us to board.

I sit behind the driver, in the single seat up front, and Meena sits on 
the big metal hump that covers the engine, right up close to him. 
He likes chatting with her – he drives slowly, taking some long-
winded route through deserted streets – and she flirts freely back, 
not appearing concerned over our safety in the least. 

I, on the other hand, am stiff with worry, ‘Is she in love with him? Is he 
going to ask her to marry him? Will they run off together? Will I have 
to live with them as their child?’ They throw me benign glances, but 
I remain ill-at-ease, awake into the strange night, intoxicated by the 
lingering smell of wood fires and gunpowder.

When the bus slows to a halt, and Meena and the driver exchange 
pleasant good-byes, we alight from the bus and there we are at our 
front gate – I’m surprised, relieved and feeling a little silly.

They’re waiting for us solemnly in the lawn. No one exclaims or cries 
out. Grandmother looks ashen but doesn’t say a word. Grandfather 
stands up the moment he sees us, looking nervous and relieved. 

“So, here you are back home already!” starts Meena the second 
she lays eyes on Naresh. She berates him, “Some man you are 
leaving this child and a hill-dwelling young woman such as myself 
alone at night – anything could have happened to us!”
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“I thought you would have jumped a bus yourself! I looked and 
looked for you – you know no one ever finds one another at a 
mela,” Naresh explains looking sheepish.

The next morning, Tapusya, the cleaning woman laments the loss of 
her father-in-law as she mops the floor in Grandmother’s bedroom 
– the smell of phenol pervading the air. “You know my Chandu lost 
his father at a mela? We never knew what became of him.” She’s 
squatting on the floor, passing the mop over it in large semi-circles 
using her hands, shuffling and shifting her bucket along. 

“Where did you lose him? In Shahabad?” I’m dusting the dressing-
table, neatly returning Grandmother’s lipsticks to their rows.

“No ji! My Chandu is from Delhi!” Tapusya sounds surprised, and even 
a little offended that I should be ignorant of this factoid concerning 
her life. “We used to live in Delhi after we were married. Yes, yes, 
many years I breathed the big city air. (Tapusya loves to show-off). 
We went to the Kumb Mela that year – oh, so many people, so 
many people you wouldn’t believe! Oh, never had I seen so many 
people! And yet, I can see him like it was yesterday – standing what 
two feet away from me? Must have been kudrut (fate) – there was 
a shift in the crowd and Chandu’s father was lost to us forever...” 

Dunking the mop into the bucket beside her, she wrings it out, “If I 
were to tell the truth, he was losing his memory, he would become 
confused at times - he must have wandered off but oh, how we 
searched for him! Everywhere – over and over! Year after year we 
went back to the same spot.” She clucks her tongue ruefully, “Poor 
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Chandu, to this day he thinks about his father. What must have 
become of his ill-fated father? What sort of end did he meet with?” 
She shakes her head. “Once I had a dream, that I woke up and 
there he was in the doorway, come back to us.”

Tapusya expects me to say ‘something’, a word in commiseration. 
Her expectation is so strong that I’m aware of nothing else, not 
even sympathy. I’m only six.

***
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Zeina Azzam
Just Like That

When our neighbor’s son was gunned down
in Beirut
when streets flooded after monsoon-like rains
my parents would only say, inshallah things 
will get better

At the beach when I was eight
a flurry of people rushed into the water
then returned, somber,
carrying a young man’s limp body on a raft

Once as my mother’s nimble fingers
braided my long black locks
I watched a war unfold on TV

Some nights I fell asleep reciting my parents’ 
words
inshallah things will get better
often thinking that maybe I, too,
could come face to face with a gun or a bomb 
from the sky

storms that could sweep away my home

or whirlpools as I swam in the sea

and just like that
my life would end
a    little     brown      body       washed        ashore
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The crawling wrinkles, rings of a tree,
trace her decades of teaching.
 
Her eyes flare flames when Red Guards spit, throw mud,
pound at her. They snarl. Several, her students. Red
bands dazzle the young arms. Bright
 
sunlight, surreal, refuses to kneel.
Her bouffant hair becomes salt marsh weeds.
 
Dusk creeps in, the filthy pond
smells metallic where another
professor jumped & sank
 
after such taunting. Red
Guards lie under an old Ginkgo, 
gasp, sweat, desperate.
 
Still standing, she sinks Qi into her
Dan Tian. Her inner energy nullifies
 
the striking force, channels the madness to
forgiving earth, tremor. The secret training
 
of Wu Shu casts her into a statue. Her
Lips clench, eyes squint, sneer, sneer.

Portrait of a Woman in 1969

Xiaoly Li
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Noluthando Naledii Mashiane

Amnesty — Application

I hereby apply for amnesty
 Full disclosure

Physical
 Detained and tortured - 38 months
  Dear mama assaulted, 2am raids
   Electric shocks on my genitalia
    Mama deaf as result of 2 above
     I walk with a limp - 24 hours shackle
      Non-existent sperm count
       Prospect — father O children.

Psychological

    Education route cul-de-sac
   Recurring dreams of solitary cell
  Sweat and phantoms at night
 Agony about “wiped guerrillas”
Hopelessness at embellished “state news”
 Poverty by association “terrorists”
  Buried conscience - drugs 4 sale.
  
   I close my application
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Renny Golden

The Photographer as Witness    

 Jim Harney, dying

We wait in the hours
where breath takes its time.
  A piano somewhere,
   the beloved hands on the keys.
    
Angels wait, too, whoever they are,
maybe women in Izalco foothills,
carrying babies and pupusas, looking 
for you and clever enough 
to avoid borders and la migra.
 
  Who of us can witness the body in pain,
  the world as it is, hidden amongst the terrified?  

You just could never manage it—comfort, I mean. 
Your camera a third eye, weeping ,
watching the faces of mothers, children.
Cacarica, Colombia; Iraq; Carasque, El Salvador.
What you saw torched the road back.

  You carried what you could.  When you couldn’t,
  they carried you.  That is how you left us.
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Beatrice Kujichagulia Greene

The Vise

My skin prized and
loathed, not black enough,
not white enough.

Hair not nappy enough, 
not straight enough.
Pretty, ugly.

I disappear
into the vise looking
through the gaze of others.
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Megan 
Reeves Williamson

See For Yourself
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Patricia Wild
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We know how to suffer and how to tell people about our suffering. Suffering 
justifies our hard and ungainly life. For us pain is art. I must admit, women 

boldly set out this path.” 
 Svetlana Alexievich, The Unwomanly Face of War

 
 I never knew who she was. But even now, more than sixty years 
later, I still hear the loneliness, despondency, pain in her voice, an 
older woman’s voice, disembodied, emanating from a dusty speaker 
on my sailing teacher’s desk. That sixties-era speaker garbled and 
crackled her words; her voice told me she was alone. Blue. And 
had called Ted Frothingham, my sailing teacher, because she didn’t 
know what else to do on a rainy, August afternoon on Cape Cod—
except to have declared it five o’clock somewhere and pour herself 
a stiff drink. Crowded around that speaker, my classmates and I 
silently snickered at her slurred words. Teenagers, we knew that 
after five, our Cape-summering mothers sometimes slurred their 
words, too. 
 Unable to take our fleet of Turnabouts out on Bass River that 
gusty, wet afternoon, the handful of us made ourselves at home 
in Ted’s classroom to gossip and flirt or just sprawl in front of the 
fireplace in his adjacent living quarters. A trim, white-haired man 
who’d spent much of his life “messing about in boats,” Ted didn’t 
mind; he was used to having sailing-besotted teenagers under foot. 
Ebullient, irrepressible, and usually dressed in a faded, tucked-
in polo shirt, belted, baggy chinos, and scuffed, white topsiders 
without socks, Ted, older than our own fathers, was still a teenager. 
So when the phone on his cluttered desk rang, he’d picked it up, 
listened, grinned, signaled us to shut up, and put the unnamed 

You Just Don’t Know
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caller on speakerphone. 
 “You shouldn’t be listening,” an inward voice scolded me. 
“Leave. Go home.” 
 Yet I’d stayed. I couldn’t walk away from real, from true. I 
couldn’t resist this sneak peek behind the curtain—orchestrated by 
Ted. I’d heard something, something raw, something encased in 
that woman’s static-impeded words; boozy words that, at fifteen, 
I usually dismissed, ignored, disparaged. It was her voice, not her 
words. I heard a voice of utter loneliness; I heard how grief imbued 
her every syllable. My inward ear heard painful and unvarnished 
truth in her voice: My life has not turned out the way I’d hoped.
  Fourteen years later, my inner ear perked up again when an 
African-American woman, Barbara Jordan, began to speak during 
President Richard Nixon’s televised impeachment hearing: “It is 
reason, not passion, which must guide our deliberations, guide 
our debate, and guide our decision,” Jordan coached her fellow 
members on the House Judiciary Committee. Those were her 
words. But Jordan’s voice, her magnificent and, yes, passionate 
voice, a voice her fellow Texan, columnist Molly Ivins, described 
as the obvious choice in a casting call for the voice of God, said 
something else: I’m here. The descendent of slaves sits among 
you. I know my own worth; I will not be cowed. I grew up in Jim 
Crow Texas, I survived the roughneck politics of my home state 
and I will survive you. For some of you on this committee and for 
some of you watching me at home, I am your worst nightmare. Yet 
here I am. 
 In my thirties, the inward voice urging me to walk away from 
Ted’s cruel prank began to sound less like a nagging parent or the 
jittery fish in The Cat In the Hat and more like my best-self me; the me 
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on a good day: rested, calm, curious, grateful, pensive. That inner 
voice urged me to write in my journal every morning. It sometimes 
counseled me to ignore household chores to go sledding or bake 
cookies with my daughters instead. My inner voice suggested I try 
a Quaker meeting in nearby Cambridge, Massachusetts. There, in 
the silence of a meeting for worship, I began listening to another 
voice, a “small still voice,” a genderless voice that spoke capital T 
Truth, as early Quakers, who’d called themselves Friends of Truth, 
termed the internal promptings by the Spirit of God. 
 A grandmother now, I haven’t thought of that rainy day on 
Cape Cod or Barbara Jordan’s prophetic voice in decades. But 
after reading Svetlana Alexievich’s The Unwomanly Face of War, I 
wondered when I’d first listened to a woman’s unvarnished truth? 
When had I first heard truth in a woman’s voice, not in her words? 
And remembered. 
 The Unwomanly Face of War records the testimonies of 
witnesses; Alexievich interviewed hundreds of Russian women, 
many of whom fought alongside men at the front, who offer vivid, 
searing, first-person accounts of World War II. As Alexievich points 
out, Women’s war has its own colors, its own smells, its own lighting, 
and its own range of feelings. Its own words. There are no heroes 
and incredible feats, there are simply people who are busy doing 
inhumanly human things.
 A gifted storyteller and poet, the Belarusian writer calls her 
distinctive genre “documentary literature.” When hearing a telling 
word or a poignant phrase, she shapes each woman’s narrative 
around these unforgettable, you-cannot-look-away moments (In 
2015, Alexievich received a Nobel Peace Prize for literature, the 
first journalist to receive that coveted prize.)
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  “You make our Victory terrible . . . What is it you’re after?” a 
Soviet censor objected. Alexievich’s reply? “The truth.” (A censored 
version of The Unwomanly Face of War was published in 1985; the 
unexpurgated version appeared in 2017.)
  “Somebody betrayed us... The Germans learned the location 
of our partisan troop. They surrounded the forest from all sides. 
We were hiding in the deep woods, hiding in the swamps where 
the torturers did not go ... A radio operator was with us. She gave 
birth recently. The baby was hungry... Wanting the breast... But the 
mother is starving, she has no milk, and the baby is crying. The 
Germans are nearby... With dogs... If the dogs hear the baby, we’re 
all dead. All of us - thirty people... Do you understand? We make a 
decision... Nobody dares to tell her the commander’s order, but the 
mother guesses it herself. She puts the bundle with the baby into 
the water and holds it there for a long time... The baby does not 
cry... Not a sound... And we cannot lift our eyes. We cannot look at 
the mother or at each other.”
  What a shocking story! Told by one woman about another’s 
Sophie’s Choice to be transcribed by a simpatico third, no Ted 
Frothingham-as-gatekeeper censored this horrifying, we can’t look 
away truth-telling. How many more women’s truth-telling about war 
must we hear?

   The world heard another woman’s unforgettable narrative when, 
in early February of this year, Representative Alexandria Ocasio-
Cortez disclosed how, as a survivor of childhood sexual assault, 
she had experienced the Capitol insurrection on January 6th. 
Using Instagram Live, Alexandra Ocasio-Cortez spoke directly into 
her cell phone: “All our experiences make us who we are,” she 
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reminded us. Anticipating her critics would carp, “She’s just trying 
to make this about herself,” AOC spoke her truth, her survivor’s 
truth. Post-attack, some of her Republican colleagues employed 
abusers’ tactics, urging her to “move on,” to forget. “Not again,” 
she’d decided.  And picked up her phone.
 And what a harrowing experience she related! After the Capitol 
had been breached, for example, she’d run through empty corridors 
trying to find a safe place to hide. “Whose office sounds safer—a 
white-sounding name, a male- sounding name?” she’d panicked. A 
democratic socialist Boricua in racialized America, she hadn’t been 
sure whom, Ayannna Pressley and Katie Powers excepted, she 
could trust: “You just don’t know!”
 I know this: in her clear, Nuyorican-accented voice, I heard 
the echo of Barbara Jordan. I’m here. The descendent of slaves 
sits among you. I know my own worth; I will not be cowed. [Ocasio-
Cortez has twittered: “[T]o be Puerto Rican is to be the descendant 
of: African Moors + slaves, Taino Indians, Spanish colonizers, 
Jewish refugees, and likely others. We are all of these things and 
something else all at once - we are Boricua.”] I heard something 
else: I speak on behalf of all who have been harassed, assaulted, 
bullied, raped. When you hear my voice you hear all who identify as 
women.

 I know this, too: A descendent of Abigail Dane Faulkner, 
accused of witchcraft in 1692, for me the his-story of women is 
the infuriating story of a beleaguered woman versus the patriarchy. 
Were I to tell the story of slavery from the perspective of a White 
woman living in the antebellum South, for example, here’s the story 
I’d tell:
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 It’s dusk. The sultry air smells of jasmine. A young White woman 
steps onto her potted-fern bedecked veranda. Having supervised 
enslaved people to bathe her children and prepare dinner, she’s 
changed into a new, emerald-green silk dress and sits on a white-
wicker rocking chair. Grateful for this quiet moment alone, she 
awaits a cooling evening breeze—and for her husband to return 
from the fields. A mourning dove repeats its somber song when, 
from behind a nearby outbuilding, she hears the unmistakable 
crack of a whip. An enslaved man screams. Frantic, she opens the 
little embroidered reticule she carries at all times. Grabbing a tiny, 
cobalt-blue glass bottle, she pulls out its cork and drinks. 
 But I must rewrite this story. Shortly after that horrific attack 
on the Capitol, someone posted, “Who were those MAGA-hatted 
women storming the Capitol?” And someone answered: “Take a 
look at They Were Her Property: White Women as Slave Owners in 
the American South. Those MAGA women are slave-owning White 
women’s descendants.” 
 That can’t possibly be true, I thought. 
 But it is. An African American scholar and meticulous, dogged 
researcher, Dr. Stephanie E. Jones-Rogers combed thousands of 
interviews conducted during the Great Depression, when Federal 
Writers Project writers interviewed formerly enslaved men and 
women. These testimonies of witnesses inform They Were Her 
Property and forever upend what I, who’d first studied American 
history in a segregated Virginia high school, always thought I “knew.”
 Resistant to face this truth, at first I’d focused on They Were 
Her Property’s ugly sub-text: To buy and sell human beings made 
it possible for White women to be financially secure. Crops failed, 
feckless husbands drank themselves to death; they gambled or 
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squandered their wives’ inheritance. So antebellum White fathers 
willed enslaved people to their affianced White daughters. And 
White women bought and sold human beings.
 Henrietta Butler’s mistress Emily Haidee clearly knew the 
value that enslaved women possessed, and she developed long-
term financial strategies to maximize their worth. She not only forced 
Butler’s mother to engage in nonconsensual sex with enslaved men 
so she could “have babies all de time,” she made Butler do the 
same. When the coerced sexual liaisons that Haidee orchestrated 
produced offspring, she was known for “sellin’ the boys and keepin’ 
the gals.” 
 Henrietta Butler’s painful truth-telling broke through my 
resistance. When I acknowledged that a sentient being, a living, 
breathing woman, a woman with a name, someone I could imagine, 
had lived and witnessed and survived to tell an FWP writer what 
she’d observed, my White-women-centric focus shifted. I saw this 
story through Henrietta’s eyes. And realized, with horror, that from 
the time she had been a toddler, Henrietta must have noticed who 
was kept, who was sold. She’d known those boys’ names. She’d 
lived with them; spent time with them. Perhaps, in stolen moments, 
they’d played together; were children together. Chillingly, as she 
grew older, Henrietta must have realized her unnamed mother’s 
fate would become her own.
 It’s true, undeniably true. White women were unspeakably 
cruel. They’d tortured their enslaved property. They’d knowingly 
and purposely separated families. The truth is, as Jones-Rogers 
vividly explicates, White women can be “inhumanly human.”
 How easy to imagine myself as a passive, numbed, laudanum-
swigging young woman! How almost impossible to see myself 
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crack that whip. Yet there’s an entire spectrum of what it means 
to identify as a White, American woman. Some of us had been 
the cruel, vicious White slave owners Jones-Rogers describes. 
Some of us, like the Grimké sisters, grew up on plantations yet 
became abolitionists. Some of us are hate-spewing, MAGA-
hatted insurrectionists. Some of us display “Black Lives Matter” in 
our windows. We’re every teacher who told Barbara Jordan and 
Alexandra Ocasio-Cortez and Stephanie Jones-Rogers to sit still 
and shut up. We’re every teacher who saw them, believed in them, 
assured them of what those young women already knew—that they 
were extraordinary and going places. Some of us are Joanna Macy. 
Some are Kellyanne Conway. And all of us, rich or poor, red state 
or blue, were born in a country riven by race and members of the 
dominant caste.
 When told White women owned enslaved people, I’d reacted 
as a member of my caste—and precisely how Isabel Wilkerson, 
author of Caste: The Origins of Our Discontent describes: Caste is 
insidious and therefore powerful because it is not hatred, it is not 
necessarily personal. It is the worn grooves of comforting routines 
and unthinking expectations, patterns of a social order that have 
been in place for so long that it looks like the natural order of things. 
My reaction to hearing something that questioned what I “knew” 
hadn’t been personal. It was instinctive.
 In that brief moment I’d paid no attention to how my body 
reacted. But I imagine I’d constricted, tightened, shrunk down, 
shut down. As if threatened. As if attacked. As if to make myself a 
smaller target. As if some fundamental part of me were endangered. 
Because, in that revelatory moment, that had been “true.”
 My puny micro-moment of fear, ludicrous when compared to 
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the terror AOC experienced as she ran past her colleagues’ offices, 
nevertheless offered an opening, as early Friends put it; an insight 
or deeper understanding. For, as I later realized, just a second or 
two I’d experienced how powerful fear is, its all-encompassing, 
head-to-toe, all-systems-go force. 
 In that kneejerk denial moment, had I, in fact, reacted like every 
Karen ever recorded on a wobbly cell phone? Is overpowering fear 
what we’re hearing in Karens’ racist rants?

 Practice, practice, practice: In my faith tradition, when gifted 
with an opening, the next step might be to ask: What am I being 
called to do? Our nation’s brokenness glaringly and painfully 
apparent, in this fraught and divisive moment, what acts of tikkum 
olan are asked of me?
 What inward acts, I quickly amended, immediately stymied 
by the Grand Canyon-scaled gap between my brief moment of 
Karen-alignment and, miles away, waiting on the canyon’s opposite 
rim, right action. How to span this gap? What inner work must I do 
first? What spiritual practices do I draw upon to be (an eventual) 
instrument of peace? 
  Here’s a practice I’m finding useful: Back in October, a 
gifted Buddhist teacher, Sharon Salzberg, offered a “Ten-Day 
LovingKindness Challenge” course online—recommended by my 
friend, Diana Lopez, who draws upon the wisdom of multiple faith 
traditions. Salzberg’s accepting, compassionate voice guiding 
me through a series of increasingly challenging scenarios, by the 
tenth day, I could inwardly whisper, May you feel safe. May you be 
happy. May you be healthy. May you live with ease, to, as Salzberg 
prompted that tenth day, “someone filled with anger, jealousy, fear, 
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greed.” (Can you guess the recipient of these metta prayers? Hint: 
He was still in office at the time.) 
 “Your mind will wander,” Salzberg noted, both her words 
and her gentle voice assuring me that this was okay. It’s the 
intentionality, she explained. It’s the bringing our consciousness 
back to the repetition of the four lovingkindness statements, back 
to the practice, back to the center, again and again and again, that 
matters. And while I don’t understand how this re-direct works, its 
Mystery intrigues me—and tapers my disbelief.
 Another White woman, Dr. Kristen Neff, who studies self-
compassion, offers further guidance: When we acknowledge 
the intricate web of causes and conditions in which we are all 
embedded, we can be less judgmental of ourselves and others. 
A deep understanding of interconnectedness allows us to have 
compassion for the fact that we’re doing the best we can given the 
hand life has dealt us. 
 I may now more fully understand the weight and potency of 
fear in their lives, but I will never fully know the circumstances that 
compelled Emily Haidee or the MAGA-capped women to make the 
choices they made. I can, however, find truth in that intricate web 
of causes and conditions in which we are all embedded. It is here, 
on-my-knees overwhelmed and humbled, in this vast, greater-than-
Grand-Canyon place of un-knowing, yet named and understood as 
Whole, as Holy, as All, as Om, that I begin to find my way. 

 As Caroline Fox, a nineteenth-century Quaker advised: Live 
up to the light that thou hast and more will be granted thee. What 
light, however feeble, has been given me? What infinitesimal part 
of the Whole do I understand, here and now—one week after the 
Derek Chauvin verdict? 
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 Only this: The hand life dealt me means I must continually 
question what I “know,” paying close attention to what’s comfortable, 
what’s grooved. To discern what is “true,” true, and True requires 
moment by moment mindfulness—and to open-heartedly listen to 
voices like Stephanie Jones-Rogers and Isabel Wilkerson. Amanda 
Gorman. Robin Wall Kimmerer. Greta Thunberg. So many prophetic 
women’s voices I need to listen to and learn from! 
 And this: What we “know” is often mediated. Often there’s 
a Ted Frothingham standing next to a dusty speakerphone, a sly 
grin on his face, deciding what we see, hear, experience. All too 
often, those Teds willfully ignore the testimonies of witnesses such 
as Jones-Rogers researched. They discount or discredit women’s 
truth. They censor.
 And, finally, this: As Caroline Fox points out, more light is 
available. More research, more insights, more wisdom, more truth-
telling, Other Truths wait in that cavernous, mysterious, endless 
Whole. There is more to know. May Truth light the way.
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Rebecca River Forbes
Poor Bones

It’s always in you, poverty
You’ll always hear it like tinnitus
Notes fluted through winnowed bones.
If only it was a song for your supper
Letting an old perv run his hands
over your arse, pretending not to notice
for a one pound tip.
It’s always in you, poverty
Even once you own your property, properly
You’ll never rent, never scrape to Beady eyed landlords
Who say, it wasn’t like that when you moved in,
and you can’t prove that it was.
The library is still your place of solace.
You could buy the books if you wanted,
but it feels good to remember a place where money is irrelevant.
You might buy the posh bread now, the sour dough with walnuts,
But you freeze it so as not to waste it
And lament that it goes stale fast
Unlike supermarket economy sliced white
You scorn the bohemians trying on poverty,
Like an accessory.
Because they only do jobs that nourish the soul
Then complain they are behind on the rent.
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When a crisis hits and the supermarket shelves are empty,
You smugly appraise your stockpiles
Sacks of rice, buckets of dried lentils, tins stored on top of shelves rising to the
ceiling, and frozen bulging at the freezer door. You relish the comfort of
knowing you’ll never go to bed hungry again.
A friend tells you she threw her laptop in frustration and now it’s broken. She
laughs.
You are appalled at the waste.
Friends say, it’s alright for you, you’re loaded.
You are, but only because poverty
created the sunken belly
ripe to be filled
Once gotten never leaves your grasp
Unless it meets one of two conditions:
It’s absolutely necessary, or to make more of itself.
You struggle to buy beautiful things
because everything
must be a necessity.
Sometimes for things that you can’t stop admiring
You push out the hand-to-mouth thoughts, and spend. Spend on something
that is beautiful. A picture. Impractical shoes
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Carl Yonder
Bedouin
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Mary Silwance
White Pow(d)er

The Shamanic practitioner from upstate New York created a 
powder that my friend offers me. It is the morning of the first of 
many days of protests after the execution of George Floyd, the 
latest lynching white Americans are-yet again-shocked by. The 
Shamanic practitioner from upstate New York created a mixture 
POC can sprinkle on their bodies, their cars, their homes, to protect 
them from racist acts. The first ten vials of the POC Protection 
Powder are free and my friend is letting me in on this free-for-a-
limited-time-only protection.

At first I am confused. Why did she think of me?

I’m Coptic. Meaning, I am Egyptian Orthodox. And, like other 
Egyptian immigrants I know, I’ve spent most of my life striving for 
whiteness. Since we can’t fully be who and what we are in the 
US, we assimilate into the culture that’s most ‘successful.’ In that 
pursuit, like many Middle Easterners, I’ve disassociated myself 
from POC.

It’s only recently I’m coming to understand myself as a brown 
woman and realize I’ve always been perceived as such. Hence 
the offer of POC PP. At first I relish the acknowledgment of my 
brownness. But it is fleeting. She categorized me-a supremacist 
habit, no? I’ve not shared my experiences or reflections about my 
ethnicity with her. Why does she get to make an assumption about 
me? She thinks I might be in constant jeopardy. I am. 

But not in the ways she assumes. 
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To be Coptic, an immigrant and American, means to tread the 
ocean of ambiguity. I am pulled by the undertow of internalized 
supremacy while the unmet hunger for belonging crashes over 
me, each wave a reminder that I am not black, white, Latinx or 
Asian, the known identity harbors in the Midwest. Since Copts are 
a persecuted minority in Egypt, even the Middle Eastern harbor is 
fraught; I have internalized the antipathy toward Muslims common 
in the Coptic community. 

I respond as I have most of my life when white women say things 
that make me uncomfortable: I answer deferentially, almost 
obsequiously. Tell myself: she’s trying to help, she thought of me. 
Tell her: I’d think about the POC PP. I thank her. Repeatedly. 
Numbly. But in my mind she shifted from friend to acquaintance. 
And she won’t know that because that’s something else I’ve always 
done: use that slap of ignorance and my discomfort as a slab of 
concrete for the wall between us. 

I try to imagine POC spraying protection powder in beds, shaking 
some in running shoes, daubing it on necks like aftershave. Maybe 
in a bag of skittles or on the couch when playing video games or 
used as seasoning at BBQs.  I try to picture Indigenous women 
combing it into their hair; children at the border nestling with it 
on concrete floors under sliver blankets. I imagine it swept in the 
halls of schools in prison pipeline zip codes. I try to imagine this 
powder snowing on red, yellow, brown and black bodies in ghettos, 
reservations, cages and prisons, liberating entire communities, 
countries even. How much POC PP is there? 
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I want to believe in Shamanic work, even done by white people. 
But the Shamanic practitioner from upstate New York provides this 
unnecessary disclaimer: it will not protect against systemic racism. 

Yeah. Obviously.

Look who created it.
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Danielle Wolffe
A Prayer for the Girls Turned Into Women
Who are Finally Being Released From Their Prisons

I.
And when you return, 
May you stand proud and barefoot
Upon the earth.
 
May you sleep on a queen-sized mattress
Under the covers of an unmade bed
Without pressing microwaved hot water bottles
To your chest. May that sleep be unbroken
By raw light or predawn
Pill count clatter.
May sweet silence mend.
May you learn
To breathe
Deeply again.
 
 
I hope that you finally touch
What your body craved all those years:
The thick scruff of a dog’s fur
Stomping new snow
The ripe oily scent of the scalps of the nieces
You crocheted pony purses for, but never met,
Those girls, whose voices carried over the payphone,
Who were given your names for safe-keeping.
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II.
May you re-enter the world slowly
Continue to self soothe in the precious way that you do
Through gospel music, the passion that fell soft
When you stitched contraband clothing out of scraps
Or treasured filaments of connection with strangers
Who acknowledged you as they passed—
The Harley riders beeping on the highway,
The train conductor whistling on tracks.
May you, in turn, continue, helping adrift strangers
Feel that bound again.
 
 
III.
When you reclaim all those first moments
Choose your own groceries, Roller skate backwards, drive a car
When you finally get to visit an ocean
Stand outside under a blanket of stars
Let it be with the enthusiasm
Of that girl who you were, before they took you away.
 
 
I hope that you have it all
Glass mirrors, tight jeans, makeup,
That you are finally able to see
The shape of your body without distortion,
And stroke the hands
and the faces of the people you love. May you learn how to kiss
Lovers in public, have wall rattling sex
May you masturbate.
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IV.
When you unpack, take possession of the property
They made you jam into a duffel bag,
Sometimes as punishment, and others as a hypothetical
Drill, in case they had to send you, to solitary, sometime
When all the photos, letters, crayoned drawings
That they rifled through
 
Are reclaimed, hung high on your walls
When the word home is no longer abstraction
 
 
V.
I hope that you come to walk alone down the street without fear
That privacy no longer feels like a trap.
And when you are in the shower without rubber shoes,
No longer worried about your shoulder blades rubbing
Up against that poison they dismissed
As black mold, that still raises purple welts on your skin;
Or when you are alone in your room and no longer taste metal,
Aren’t arched for the tinny voices
Threading your spine, those pincushion nerves
That developed all those years
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Leeched of color, notching your natural life
Sentence
in that boned place
Where some men stole your name and others your body,
 
 
May they be returned to you.
 
 
**
 
 
VI.
Some days you may believe prison is a film they can sense
On you, but please understand that your past  only really defines
you the same way that it does all the people walking on sidewalks
Their own worst mistakes just like paper cuts,
Dream skein from all those wild-eyed, ricocheting
Blackout years, wasted,
 
 
I hope that they have the courage to reveal
They made bad choices too.
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VII.
I’ll be your eyes if your vision gets blurred,
in this lurid place that barely resembles your swatches
Of memory, the setting you etched out all those years in your journal.
This place with its teddy bear shrines and demolished
homes.  Still, certain, things may have bettered,
Slightly while you were away. Child rape is at least acknowledged,
Oprah was the first to start talking about it,
Then Janie’s got a Gun sold out in suburban shopping malls
That are now empty husks, but still, awareness
Remains. Trauma unlinked
From family codes.
 
 
 
VIII.
I hope that you continue to forgive yourself,
The way that you have been forgiven,
And that all that penance you still do, those scattershot vigils,
Continue to move you towards love.
 
I hope that you are finally able to burn his apology,
Read the obituary that you keep in your bible,
Cook your mother’s old recipes the real way,
And tell her the truth because she can still hear it, what he did to you
Your scarred child hipbones, All those broken startled days.
 
May you finally get to visit their graves.
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IX.
May you continue to be the kind of person
Who looks up words in the dictionary,
Then writes the definition in book pages for other women
To learn, who practices kindness like prayer,
Who cares for the kids on suicide watch,
Who nurses the dying.
 
And when you remember them all, your family still back there
Who are able to hide, the scanty scraps of heart, paper
Wisdom you held out to them in your palm;
Who stayed awake with you that last night,
Held your hair as you vomited, stayed praying
When you finally walked yourself out that door--
 
 
Let it be without guilt for surviving.
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Corinna Schulenburg

Fear Robinson

Fear, who gave you your name?
It could have been your father, Isaac,
who sailed here from the Netherlands;
it could have been your mother, Margaret,
who sailed here from England;
who met and married on Wampanoag land,
what they called Barnstable.
Grandma Fear, who gave you your name?

Fear is a good name to give to colonizers,
fear borne on smallpox blankets and rifles,
fear borne on ships gorged with plunder,
fear borne on strokes of whip and pen,
but Fear born, as all children must be,
tender and wailing, warm as fresh bread,
Grandma Fear, why give you that name?

Fear of God, is what they meant to mean.
He was easy enough to fear. Covenant of lash,
of rope, of stone, chosen, chosen, covenant 
of plague, of terror, of self-reliance. 
Grandma Fear, you were the witching age
when it was the age of burning witches.
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Fear makes sense for such a place, such 
a time. Still, it can’t have been easy. Who dares
to ask a girl named Fear to dance, to kiss,
to marry? Better to pluck one of the Roses
or Marys. What if during pleasure you call out

Fear? How would you know where pleasure
ended and fear began? Yet she married Sam,
and eleven generations later, another girl
was born on stolen land, another girl

was given the wrong name. Grandma Fear,
I too am afraid, and of the same things: plagues,
pleasure, burnings, the covenant of this country.

Grandma Fear, you bore five children. You gave
a name to your first daughter, called her Grace.

We all must choose the names that set us free.
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This space cannot be conquered
It cannot be touched
Stolen or erased.
It lies as a sea of pink
Stretched out to the world
From shore to shore
From heart to heart
Where mountains grow
And fields drown in gold and red.
The songs of heaven rain down
In a storm of pure
Washing out the world
Letting us go to the sea.
 
So I got here.
Swimming myself to sleep
Swimming my eyes open
Spinning as the sun and moon spin around me
Spinning until I become essence.
 
This space cannot be conquered.
That is why we have to take it.

Riot

Alexandra Cristache
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Mikayla Beaudrie

Chicago

It’s midnight.
When the boys are out
They are crawling up the streets
Making shadows jealous.

It’s midnight.
Where the boys are out
They are handing over their dreams
To ladies in red.

And 

Somewhere in Chicago
A woman is out walking
Up and down Broadway
Scouring for her bread.

Somewhere in Chicago
Listen to the boys crawling
And ladies in red crying.
A woman hungry for a taste
Of that shadowed street’s love.
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Becky Thompson
Translated into Arabic by Mootaceem Bellah Mhiri

Haiku Questions

Is a poem really
a poem if it’s written on 
someone else’s back?

Can there be any 
refugee poetry that’s
not by refugees? 

Who owns words if they
are in the sea? Can dolls talk
once they wash to shore?

تالؤاست

يريهملا هللاب مصتعم .د ةَمَجْرَت

ًارْعِش َنوكَي ْنأ ِرْعِّشْلِل ُنِكْمُي أ

؟ْنيرَخآلا ِةاناعُم نَع ُهانْبَتَك اذإ

 يفانَملا رْعِشِل ُنِكْمُي َأ

؟نيئِجّاللا ُرْيَغ ُهَبُتْكَي ْنأ

؟ْنيكَم ٍعاق يف ُتامِلَكلا تَدَغ ْنإ ُمالَّكلا ُّقِحَي ْنَمِلَو

  ُرْحَبلا اهُؤَّشَجَتَي امَنيح ِحْوَبلا ىلَع ىمُّدلا ُرِدْقَت ْلَهو

 ؟ْنيكْسِملا
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Jennifer Elam
Untitled
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Climate Change

Diane Kessler

 My husband Frank and I were on the Jersey Turnpike heading 
north to visit my mother.  We had passed two exits when he said 
“You’re awfully quiet.  Did I do something wrong?”
 “Sorry.  Of course not.  I’m a bit distracted.  Ann called.   Mom’s 
on one of her rants.  She’s obsessing about death—specifically what 
to do with her body after she dies.  Says she’s worried about the 
environmental mess her generation’s leaving behind, cemeteries 
taking too much land, we should find better ways to dispose of 
bodies.  Ann said Mom’s exploring some bizarre idea called ‘above 
ground decomposition’.   It’s like composting, except for people.  
Can you believe it?”
 “Is this another one of her crusades,” he said, “or is something 
else going on?”
 “I don’t know, but Ann’s wangled me into talking with Mom 
about it.  She says if she does they’ll end up arguing.”  
 “Blessed are the peacemakers,” he said.
 It wasn’t the first time my sister had tried that line.  I didn’t 
always bite, but on this occasion she probably was right.   Two 
years older than I, Ann lived within ten minutes of our mother in 
a Boston suburb, whereas Frank and I were three hundred and 
twenty-five miles away in Philadelphia.  Mom and Ann were close, 
but proximity didn’t guarantee harmony.  
 Our mother was like a modern-day prophet--let justice roll 
down like waters and righteousness like an ever-flowing stream.  
It may have been admirable from a distance, but at close range it 
was unsettling.  I remembered the time Ann called me in hysterics 
at midnight.  Mom had been arrested after she and her friends 
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had written “remember Chernobyl” in red paint on the edifice of a 
company entrusted with designing safer, cheaper nuclear power 
plants.  Mom said it was a contradiction in terms.  
 Fresh troops were called for, although Mom would bristle at that 
analogy. Most of the time I avoided tough subjects, especially where 
she was concerned.  No matter how reasonable my arguments, she 
could mow them down with the efficiency of a John Deere harvester.
 Frank was the opposite.  An experienced sailor, he delighted 
in bracing seas, but on the home front he appreciated calm, and 
that is what we had given each other for thirty-five years.  
 “Ann was the gutsy one,” I said.  “She stayed close to home. 
My way of coping was to marry you and move away.”
 “I assume escaping your mother wasn’t the only reason you 
married me.”
 I twisted around to look at him, my seat belt straining, pulling 
against my shoulder.  
 “You know that’s not true.”  
 His wispy ginger red hair had receded to the center of his 
head, while soft gray ones sprouted on the side of his neck.  His 
ears and nose were large, but somehow they fit his big-boned body 
and his dear face.  
  “It’s not her causes that are exasperating,” I said.  “It’s her 
tactics.  Now she’s turned into an eco-zealot.”
 “Is she all right?  After all, she is eighty-five.  It tends to focus 
the mind.”
 “Mom’s as solid as the granite boulder in her back yard.”
 Even as I said it, I wondered.  
 I stared out the window.  A sprawling cemetery stretched along 
the Garden State Parkway near Newark.  
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 “Remember when Harry died?” I said.
 One of Frank’s golfing buddies, Harry had prostate cancer 
which he’d ignored until it was too late.  I made sure Frank went for 
an annual checkup, kept track of his PSA levels on a chart on my 
computer, researched dietary recommendations, served him lots of 
tomatoes, pink grapefruit, and watermelon.  
 “We never talked about what Carol did with his body,” I said.  
Harry’s wife had scattered his ashes off Martha’s Vineyard.  
 “Why talk about it?  Better to remember old Harry making that 
hole-in-one during The  Club championship.”
  “If there’s no place where the body rests,” I said, “where do 
you go to mourn?” 
 “She could look out over The Lagoon and take comfort knowing 
he was there.” 
 ‘Where’s there?  If you’re everywhere, are you anywhere?”
 “Don’t go all theological on me.  If you want to explore the big 
questions, ask Reverend Morton.”
 It started to spit rain.  Drops sliced across the car windows.  I 
reached over and rubbed his shoulder.  
“You’ve never told me what you’d want if you die,” I said.  
 “What do you mean ‘if’?  Like taxes, it’s gonna happen.”
 “Please God, not for a long time.  What would I do without 
you?”
 “You’ll be well taken care of, that’s what’s important. For the 
rest, you decide.”  
  “What makes you think you’ll go first?” 
 I pulled an antacid out of my purse and chewed it.  Frank was 
grafted on me as surely as the apple branches he spliced onto a 
tree in our back yard.  
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 “Let’s face it,” he said, “I’ve got ten years on you, so it’s more 
likely.  I’ll bet your Mom’s thinking about her future so you won’t have 
to.  Good for her. Hear her out, that’s my advice.  In the meantime, 
we’re coming to a rest stop and I’ve gotta pee.  You want anything?”

 Four hours later we were in Newton.  Mother still lived in the 
two-story, white-shingled house where we’d moved in 1962 after 
she and my dad divorced.  The posters in my bedroom were long 
gone but she’d kept the same cherry double bed, nightstand, 
dresser, bookcase and rocker.  Frugality personified, she’d been 
too cheap to dry clean the same old drapes she’d let me pick out 
when I was a teenager, so the linings hung an inch below the flower-
patterned fabric.  She had grudgingly allowed Frank to buy and 
install a window air conditioner, which we turned on as soon as we 
arrived.  The space worked for me when I was a kid, but it felt small 
when Frank, a substantial six feet three inches and two hundred-
five pounds, navigated around the furniture. 
 Books about death spanned a whole shelf.  I took one, sat 
down on the bed and leafed through it.  
 “Look at these,” I said.  “What do you make of them?” 
 The pages were peppered with black and white etchings 
similar to Edvard Munch’s The Scream.
 “Your Mom’s a reader,” he said, “always has been.  You’ve been 
worried about how to broach the subject.  There’s your opening.”

 It was atypically warm for a mid-September morning.  Mom 
was seated cross legged on the grass in the back yard digging up 
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mint that threatened to take over her flower beds.  She had on a pair 
of old jeans and a faded navy T-shirt from the Natural Resources 
Defense Council. 
 “What are you doing?” I said.  
 “Mint leaves make great pesto.  Have you ever tried it?”
 “Can’t say I have.”  
 I brushed my hand across the grass to be sure it wasn’t damp, 
then sat down beside her.
   “You know,” she said, “gardening is quite contemplative.  
When you’re this close to the ground, you see stuff you otherwise 
wouldn’t.  Take, for example, this maple seedling.”  She held it close 
to her eyes, then handed it to me.  “Look how perfectly it curves out 
from the weighted center, designed to float and land somewhere to 
generate new life.”
 Frank and I had maple trees in our backyard, too.  In the 
spring, the buds covered my freshly mulched flower beds in ugly 
yellow-green detritus.  I twisted the seedling between my thumb 
and forefinger, then tossed it on the ground.  How could I maneuver 
this conversation to talk about mortality?  
 “You know that book about international death rituals you’ve 
got in my old bedroom?   I don’t think it was there the last time we 
visited.”
 “Has Ann been talking with you?”  She looked at me with the 
hint of a smile that emphasized the half-moon creases around 
her cheeks.  Her thick gray hair, worn in a simple bob that hung 
just below her ears, looked white in the sunlight.  “She worries too 
much.”
 She took off her gardening gloves and stuffed them in the 
pocket of her jeans.
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 “Let’s go sit on the back porch,” she said.
 I pulled her upright.  The skin on her arms looked like crushed 
tissue paper, the veins on her hands bulged.  Was she less solid 
than I thought?  
 “Thanks,” she said.  “I can manage, but I get stiff when I sit too 
long.”  
  We eased into weathered wooden chairs near the porch 
railing.   My rocking chair had an annoying squeak on the back-
swing.  
 “Where’s Frank?” she said.
 “Said it was a glorious day so he decided to walk into the 
Center, pick up a Wall Street Journal, and get a cup of coffee.”  
 “You found a real gem there, even if he is a Bush Republican.”  
 She didn’t say “unlike your Dad,” but I knew what she thought.  
Squeak, rock, squeak, rock, squeak, rock.
 A flash of bright orange flew across the yard into a tree.
 “What’s that?” I said.
 “Baltimore Oriole.  I used to see a lot of them around here.  
There aren’t so many anymore.” 
 I tried to spot the elusive bird but all I could see was rustling 
foliage.
 “Would you like a cup of tea, my dear?” she said.
  “That’s a good idea.  Let me get it.”
 “No, I’ll do it.”  She patted my arm.  “You stay on the porch and 
enjoy the birds.”
 While she worked in the kitchen, I cast about for a way to 
navigate The Conversation.  
 In a few minutes, she backed out the door and placed a blue 
plastic tray on a slatted wooden table in front of us, then poured two 
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cups from an old china teapot with a chipped spout. The tea was 
scalding hot.  I drank it in small sips.
 “Death is a hard subject,” I said, “especially when it’s about 
those we love.  I can’t imagine you gone.”  
 “I’ve had to say good-bye to several friends.  Whenever I do, 
I think it’s my turn next.”  She sipped her tea.  “If I look back on 
my life, very little has come out as I expected, but whatever the 
Almighty has in mind will be fine.  It’s the future of creation I’m 
worried about.”  
 “On balance, has it been good?”
 “Oh, yes, very good.  I’m sorry you kids had to endure the 
divorce.  It probably wounded you more than I understood, but at 
the time, I felt like I didn’t have much choice.”
 I stopped rocking.  I was tempted to ask if she had factored 
Ann and me into her moral calculus, but what would be the point?  
A spider crawled along the arm of my chair.  I flicked it off and 
crushed it with my foot.
 “What we’re doing to the environment is unconscionable,” she 
said.  “Future generations, kids like Spencer, are going to feel the 
brunt of it.”
 Ann’s son and daughter-in-law had produced one grandson 
who visited Mom regularly.  Frank and I had a thirty-eight-year-old 
daughter who thus far had avoided the marital state. Prospects for 
grandchildren were increasingly dim.  
    “We can’t go on like this,” she said.  “Climate change is 
ravaging the planet.  I helped organize a green-living teach-in at 
City Hall last April but it feels like I’m spitting in the wind. I’ve been 
thinking about how to make a final witness.”
 “Something like a bequest to the NRDC?”
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 “I’ve already done that.”
 This was new information. I didn’t need the money, but Ann, 
a divorcee who taught history at a community college, might be 
grateful for a boost.  
 “No,” she said, “something more personal.  There’s got 
to be a better way to dispose of dead bodies.  We think we’re 
environmentally responsible by shifting to cremations, but those 
furnaces spew carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide, and soot into the 
atmosphere, and consume tons of natural gas.”  
 I could feel a headache coming on.  What had Frank said?  
“Listen.” 
 “I’ve never thought about it,” I said.  
 “That’s just the problem.  People aren’t thinking.”
 Breathe.  Hear her out.
 “Obviously you have,” I said.   “What did you have in mind?” 
 “I’ve been reading about liquefaction.”  She spooled out the 
word as if it were a poem.  “It’s a kind of chemical bath that leaves 
a carbon footprint only a tenth of cremation and there are no fumes.  
The nutrients can be used as fertilizer.”
 “Fertilizer?  Please tell me you’re kidding.  What are we 
supposed to do, ask mourners to wear green knee boots to the 
memorial service?  Couldn’t you be a little more...traditional?”
 Even as I said it I knew this was the wrong argument.  She 
enjoyed flying in the face of convention.  
 “Tradition?  Whose tradition?” she said.  “If we were in India, 
you could light a funeral pyre on the banks of the Ganges.”    
 “But we’re not in India, we’re here.”  
 And with that exchange, I regressed into a self-conscious 
teenager who had walked into our house with my girlfriend Marsha 
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whose father was in Vietnam.  Mom was on her hands and knees, 
painting anti-war signs on the kitchen floor.  I had listened to her 
often enough to think she was right, but how would Marsha react?  
I was embarrassed.  Mom was oblivious.  
 She shifted in her chair and put her hand on my arm.  “Calm 
down, I checked, it’s not legal in Massachusetts, at least not yet.”
 They say whatever tendencies you have get exaggerated 
in old age.  Mom’s prophetic inclinations were morphing into the 
histrionic. We had reached an impasse.  What else was new?  
 Somewhere in the distance a woodchipper erupted with a 
deafening roar.
 “Hello, ladies!” Frank mounted the back porch steps.  “Have 
you solved all the problems of the universe?   I picked up some 
bagels and cream cheese while I was in the center.” 
 He patted my shoulder, then leaned over and kissed Mom on 
top of her head.  
 “If you two haven’t had breakfast yet, and if Mom lets me use 
her kitchen, I could rustle up some scrambled eggs and bacon to 
go with them.”  

 At three o’clock in the morning, I was awakened by Frank 
calling my name and jostling my arm.  
 “You were yelling,” he said.  
 I buried my head in a pillow. 
 “Sorry,” I said.  “Go back to sleep.”
 “I’m awake now.” He sat up and leaned his back against the 
headboard.  “What’s wrong?” 
 “I had a nightmare.”  
 I was still in that half-sleep, half-awake mode of magical 
thinking, afraid the telling would give it power.
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 “If you don’t talk, you won’t be able to sleep,” he said, “I won’t 
sleep, and we’ll be rough company for your mother in the morning.”
 I sat up and took a sip of water from a cup on the nightstand.
 “It was horrible!  I was on a rocking chair on the back porch.  
Ann and I were feeding Mom’s dead body into this industrial sized 
woodchipper.”
 “No wonder you were terrified.”
   “A gooey pink substance spewed over the railing onto the 
backyard bushes.  It looked like when the neighbor’s dog barfed on 
our deck. That’s when you woke me up.”
 What I didn’t tell him, but what frightened me even more was 
the sight of another body, taller, bulkier, propped up in the corner of 
the porch, also slated for the chipper.  
 Frank took me in his arms and kissed my forehead.  “You poor 
girl, you’re shivering.”
 “I tried to reason with her,” I said, “but her thinking is so 
unconventional.”
  “I love all of you, even with your peculiarities.  Now,” he said 
as he tucked me snugly into the duvet, “can we get back to sleep?”
 He stroked my hair until I nodded off.

 I awakened to the sound of fierce wind rattling the windows.  
Ann’s old Honda Civic was in the driveway.  A buttery sweet aroma 
wafted up the stairs.  When I walked into the kitchen, Frank, Mom, 
and Ann were seated at a round table eating buckwheat pancakes.  
 “Hi, hon,” Frank said.  “Your mother’s outdone herself.  Sit 
down and have some.”
 Mom returned to the stove and poured batter onto a big black 
cast iron skillet.  While her back was turned, Ann mouthed the words 
“Did you talk with her?”  I grimaced and shrugged my shoulders.
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 “Mom,” Ann blurted out, “did you tell Marti about some of your 
wackadoodle ideas?” 
 Mom turned around and waved a spatula at Ann.  
 “Why does it matter what happens to my body after I die?” she 
said.  “We’re 93% stardust anyway.”
 “If that’s the case,” Ann said, “let’s turn your ashes into glass 
jewelry so we can pass it on to future generations.  Just think.  You 
could be a key chain or a bracelet.” 
  “Or a Christmas tree ornament,” I said. “One ended up in a 
thrift store a while ago.  I read about it in The Philadelphia Inquirer.”  
 Maybe reductio ad absurdum would jolt her into common 
sense. 
 “Since we’re exercising our imaginations,” Mom said, “I could 
have a sky burial like they do in Tibet, let my body get devoured by 
turkey vultures.” 
 She turned her back on us and flipped the pancakes, then 
deposited three on my plate and pushed a cruet of maple syrup in 
front of me.
 “I used to hate riding in the car with you,” I said.  “You had a 
bumper sticker for every cause.  You made me squirm with all your 
convictions.  You were so public about it.  Isn’t that enough?  Do 
you have to do it in death, too?”
 “I can see the obituary now,” Ann said.  “The body will lie in 
state in the Smithfield Family Farm where it gradually will unite with 
cow dung until everything becomes fertilizer for next year’s corn 
crop.”
 Frank put his fork down mid-bite with a narrow-eyed look I 
hadn’t seen since our five year old daughter threw herself, kicking 
and screaming, on the living room floor. 
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 “Come on, ladies,” he said, “we’re having a nice breakfast 
here.  Why don’t you all take a deep breath, pull yourselves off 
the gangplank and onto dry land.  I want to digest my breakfast in 
peace.”
 “I’m an old lady,” Mom said.  “I’m going to die one of these 
days.  I’m only trying to make my death mean something.” 
 “Not, we hope, any time soon,” he said. “Your life means 
something, to your family, your friends, who knows how many others 
you’ve inspired.   Isn’t that enough?” 
 “Thank you, Frank.  I appreciate the sentiment, especially from 
you.”
  “Look,” he said, “you are a formidable presence.  When you 
die, you will leave a big hole in our hearts. Marti and Ann have told 
you that something unconventional would be even harder on them.  
Have you thought about that?”
 “Since when did you turn into a family counselor?” Ann said.  
 “Since the beginning of breakfast.  I’m not just a pretty face, 
you know.  I appreciate a little creative tension.  Not, however, when 
it threatens peace in this family.  My old philosophy professor said 
love means willing the good of the other.  You love each other too 
much to fight about this.”  
 Frank wiped his lips with a linen napkin and tossed it on the 
table.   
 “How important is it to have a place to go when you mourn?” 
Mom said.  “No cemetery, no worry about keeping the plot pretty.  
Besides, would you and Marti come all the way from Philadelphia 
to visit a cemetery?”
 “I don’t know the answer to that one,” he said, “but the need 
to reverence a person, the body that was that person, is important.  
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That, my dear mother-in-law, is why your ideas worry us.”
 Frank had managed to lower the temperature in the room, 
even if the stove was still hot.  
 “Ow, ow, ow” Mom shrieked as the skillet crashed to the floor, 
pancakes scattered under the table.   
 I bolted up so fast that my chair fell backwards.  
 Mom’s eyes were shut, her mouth compressed in pain.  She 
clutched her hand against her chest.  
 Ann rushed over, led her to the sink and held her hand under 
the tap. 
 “Let the cold water run on your hand for a while until we can 
assess the damage,” she said.  Ann rubbed her back in a circular 
motion.  Mom’s shoulders gradually eased.  
 “How bad is it?” I said. “Do you hurt anywhere else?” 
 “I’m all right.”  Mom waved us away and turned off the faucet.  
“Don’t fuss.”  
 I returned the skillet to the stove and grabbed some paper 
towels.  Frank helped me clean up the mess.  
 “How could I be so stupid?”  She studied her pink palm, then 
wiped her hand with a towel. “The potholder was right in front of me 
and I forgot to use it.”  
 Had there been other incidents?  Was this a warning?  What 
was she not telling us?
 “I swear that cast iron skillet has gotten heavier over the years,” 
she said.  “I should get rid of it but I love how evenly it cooks.”
 “It was an accident,” I said.  “Nevertheless, Mom, it’s time for 
you to get a check-up.”
 “Don’t let your pancakes get cold,” she said as she massaged 
her arm. “I don’t see what all the fuss is about.” 
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 The refrigerator kicked in with an annoying hum.  
  “Sit down!” Ann ordered.   She went to the bathroom and 
returned with some antibiotic cream.  
 “Remember,” Mom said, “when you girls tented a blanket over 
the couch and onto the floor and had what you called a ‘sleepover’ 
in the living room?  You raised a ruckus when you thought you saw 
spiders.”
 “We worked ourselves into quite a state,” I said. “You rushed 
downstairs, took us by the hand, waved a flashlight under the couch, 
and all we saw were dust bunnies.” 
  “I learned a long time ago,” she said, “the best way to face a 
fear is stare it down.” 
 “Is that what this is all about?” Frank said.  “I did a little research 
on the web last night.  If you sisters want to have a place to visit 
Mom after she dies, there are a few spots in Massachusetts that 
allow green burials.  Or if place is not essential, and I don’t know 
how you’d feel about this, Mom, perhaps could you donate your 
body to scientific research.”
 “You!”  I said, “the poster child for death avoidance.” 
 “If nothing else, your Mom has made me think.”  He reached 
across the table and rested his big hand on her shoulder.  “You see, 
you already have accomplished something.”

 
 Frank and I were quiet as we drove back to Philadelphia.  He 
turned on NPR.  Bill McKibben was being interviewed about his 
latest book on climate change.  
  I turned off the radio.  
 “I think we should visit more often,” I said.  
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 Frank drummed his index finger on the steering wheel.  
Suddenly a BMW whizzed in front of our Volvo and veered into the 
left lane.  I grabbed the oh-shit handle above the door.  
 “Whew!” he said.  “Sorry!  I didn’t see that coming.” 
 He flicked on the turn signal and eased into the slow lane.
 “Mom can be out there,” he said, “but can you ever think of a 
time when she was wrong on the essentials?”
 I had assumed Frank thought she was a loony lefty.  
 “You left a spot of shaving cream under your earlobe.  You’re 
always doing that.”  
 I fished a tissue out of my purse, reached over and gently 
wiped it.  He was right, I just didn’t want to admit it.
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Ipung Purnomo
Nature Loving
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Emmanuel Williams
Aura

I’m watching how the wind lifts spray
from somersaulting waves
and spreads it like a bridal train behind them
diaphanous as mists that dim the distant hills.
 
Another wave unfolding
sunlight fills the hazy drift
and gorgeous, sudden, unexpectedly
like light enchanted by a crystal
colors flash and flare
irradiating spray with abalone fire.
 
Cormorant-black, sleek as a seal
a surfer scans the rolling tide.
A high wave lifts and tilts
and as he rides it
iridescence flares around him
rainbows haloing his forward skim.
Delight it is to see him gliding into glory
as though the elements in all their endless play
enfold him in the ambiance of grace.
 
Sometimes, like the surfer
like the sea-bird floating on a thermal
we follow as we move a movement deeper than our own.
Maybe at such times we are suffused by opalescent light
glimpsed by those
who chance to get the angle right.
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Roosha Mandal
Lake Spirit

Lake spirit: I, too, am a wave,
curling into its neighbor
doubling in size,
beating against the tide.
 
Lake spirit, I am grainy sand,
molded to fit
against a jagged shore,
a wanderer through motions
of childhood: scraped knees,
unevenly cut bangs;
of adolescence: uncertain elbows,
sweaty palms;
of plunging my hands into the water
to grasp a sense of belonging
within the rocks
but turning up empty.
my hand a sieve
for each dream floating too far
from the shore, evading my mind
like a speck on the horizon.
 
Lake spirit, I am eroding,
thirteen thousand years
from conception,
striving to sink my feet
into the dissolving sand.
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Nicole Grace

2:30 pm on a Sunday

I think that strong sweet perfume is lilac gently
borne from a neighbor’s garden on a breeze so
subtle it’s like my own lavender bushes are little
angels parting lips and blowing a stray hair from my
face and I am stopped by a surprisingly loud rumbling
from the ocean miles in the distance, midnight under
a full moon loud but at 2:30 pm, stopped, mind stilled
and every body cell exhales as if my whole being says
Ohh I remember this simple peace when there was
not yet even a concept of unsafe or inadequate,
when there was only wonder and so much to love
and I begin to notice at least three different bird calls,
screeches, flirty chirps, trills, a hummingbird dives
from the tip of a pine pointing like a Sistine finger
at the sky and pale insects whose tiny wings catch the
sunlight and look like fireflies or are they fairies, so
magical is this moment, this rare exquisite shambhala,
but I realize that of course it’s only rare to me, only
uniquely magical because of how I’m finally seeing it,
that I’m finally seeing it, and I know I know all of
this beauty is here, has been here, when I was busy
achieving Great Things and making a success of myself,
talking about God knows what as if it could possibly
matter now that I’m drunk on lilac, how I made lists
instead of listening to this symphony, so I let gratitude
drown the regret of all the 2:30 pms I have missed, as
I breathe in the moment I will never leave again.
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Because a deer on the interstate. 
I hit in the dark. 
And continued without looking.
To think it quickly in the next world.

When later it was light.
I found I could not open the door 
but crawled to the other seat and opened the door
and saw the deer had broken the headlight
and dented the front door and the second to be repaired later.

A deer-head in the headlight swift as a comet 
falling back along the car. 
Gone before you think what to wish.

Coming from the canyon.
The pictographs in Seminole I had gone to see.
A shaman wearing the head of a deer.
Had traveled from the overhang of the cliff.
 
I go to those places of the other world.  
To bring back my own.
Belonging to nothing otherwise.  
The Savior a deer to me.
As it was in the headlight slain on the passing of the cross.
Was the door then opened to the other world.

50 miles West of Abilene Texas November 7 2020

Diane Glancy
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Matthew J. Andrews

The Order of Mass

All rise: the sun and the bodies beneath it

Amen.

The coffee smoking like candlewicks.
The soft bread burnt black by heat. 

Lord, have mercy.

A long cleanse under scalding rain water.
The concealing of flesh in robes.
The ceremonial kisses on cheeks.

Christ, have mercy.

The slow shuffling of car feet in long lines on the highway.

Glory to you, oh Lord.

Rising, sitting, rising, sitting.
The sheepish study of sermon in sky-reaching cathedrals.
Cycles of worship and penance under incandescent glow.
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Hear our prayer. 

Another slow march. 
More kisses. 
Another helping of holy meal. 

Lord, have mercy. 

The wine, sipped slowly as the sun sets. 

Christ, have mercy. 

The eyes closing as the light departs. 

Amen.
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Karyn M. Bruce

St. Therese of Lisieux is Now a Canonized Saint

When I was fifteen years old, I wanted to die.
I prayed for it daily, begged St. Therese to ask God to let it happen.
I waited, each day, for death to wrap me up and take me away.
I knew if I grew older, my holiness would drip off me 
like the sun in the middle of July. I was no saint.  I didn’t want that.
I just wanted to die at my holiness peak.
In the summer I went to church every day with Cindy Loser
and we prayed for the repose of everyone’s soul.
We put pebbles in our shoes to suffer for those souls in purgatory.
The nuns told us we had to suffer to get into Heaven.
We doused ourselves in holy water and acts of contrition.

When I was fifteen years old, I read St. Therese’s autobiography for  
 the first time
wishing I had sisters like hers who all went into the convent
and never spoke another word except in silence before God.
Sisters who were pure and whose eyes reflected Heaven.
I didn’t want to be a saint.  I just wanted to be in love with God
and taken someplace where I could smell candles burning
and musty prayers would whisper through my virgin soul.

When I was fifteen, I wanted to be a nun.  I wanted to be a 
 nurse-nun.
I volunteered at Leila Hospital and worked with sick children.
Gloria was there, dying of leukemia.  Her parents told me she had  
 accepted death.
I didn’t know what that meant.  She was only twelve.
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I watched her every afternoon, praying with her family.  When 
 she died,
the hospital room looked like any other.  Nothing left.  Of her. 
 Or prayers.

When I was fifteen, I did my homework and took out the garbage.
I played with my dog and chewed my fingernails.  I nursed my mother  
 back into sickness
over and over again.  I wrote poems about lovely things because 
 I knew
the proper vocabulary.  I learned to smoke and drive a car. 
 Date boys.
I went to church with Cindy Loser and we got blisters on our feet from  
 the pebbles
in our shoes.  I scooped Holy Water from the font and joined the   
 Sunday choir.
I went to confession every week for sins I did not commit. And some  
 that I did.

When I was fifteen, I read St. Therese’s autobiography over and over
touching the now yellowed pages as carefully as possible
hoping that her holiness would travel through my hands to my soul.
I didn’t want to be a saint.  When I was fifteen, I was confused about 
so many things, except that I knew if lived any longer, I might die. 
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Adnan Onart

Invitation to Prayer
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The cold rim of the rakı glass
just touches my lips
when ezan, the invitation to prayer, explodes
through the loud speakers of the mosque
next to the restaurant.

Allah-ü ekber! Allah-ü ekber!
Some patrons stop eating;
some assume a respectful posture.
A few appear to murmur a prayer.
An elderly man gets up.
Is he going to join the believers,
or just to take a leak?
Most others keep eating, drinking and talking.
Aniseed’s aroma teases my thirst.

My brother who sits across from me
plays with his humus
as if he were arranging a Zen sandbox:
Monks chant... a snowy calm
The gong... kisses... the air
Seduction... to prayer
This is all I can read from his lips.

La ilahe illallah.

The ezan stops.
A forceful silence fills the space.
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Miriam

Billie Pritchett

 Miriam and her husband Yosef had been married for a year in 
which they had tried to conceive, without success. They lived in a 
compound in Nazareth with Yosef’s cousins, already with children. 
When the cousins’ babies waddled around the courtyard with 
their wailing mouths and dimpled knees, Yosef would watch and 
laugh, clapping his hands, displaying a tenderness that Miriam had 
otherwise never seen, including when they had courted, yet when 
he turned to her, his smile disappeared, his speech short, his heart 
hardened. She did not want a child but a man who would love her. If 
her husband would not be that man, then she would seek another.
 She did not need to go searching. One summer day at the 
compound, she was drawing water at the well when she heard a 
voice echo off the stone walls. At the open gate, a man—a Roman 
soldier—came running through the archway, shouting, fleeing from 
some unseen enemy. When he reached the well, he fell at Miriam’s 
feet, holding his side, writhing in his dull red cape, his curly black hair 
turning white with sand. No men were around. They were working 
the fields and building houses. Yosef was laying stone. The women 
stayed in their homes, minding their own affairs. Miriam got the 
pail of water and gave it to the man, and he drank. She stood him 
upright and walked him up the stairway to her home. Inside, she 
helped him remove his cape and shiny breastplate. She startled 
at the sight of his sword. The handle stuck out from his belt. She 
removed the belt and rubbed ointment on his wounds and asked 
him who had been chasing him. Devils, he said, and passed out. 
He had been stabbed many times. By whom, Miriam did not know, 
nor why a Roman soldier would flee into Nazareth, hillside country. 
She put her hand over his heart. Outside, near the well, the soldier’s 
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blood had stained the earth. The women exited their homes and 
swept new sand over old.
 Three months later, on a blustery autumn day, the wind so 
strong that Miriam struggled to keep her hood down, she was again 
drawing water when someone appeared at the gate. It was her 
cousin Elisheba. Miriam was surprised. Elisheba never left her 
estate in the city. Miriam abandoned her pail and ran to her cousin, 
her hood blowing back, hair exposed to sunshine, flowing in the 
wind. She fell on Elisheba’s neck. They hugged and laughed over 
each other’s shoulders. Then her cousin spoke seriously. “I have 
something to tell you.”
 Miriam feared bad news but pretended not to notice the 
seriousness of her cousin’s tone. “Come inside,” she said. They 
ascended the stairs.
 Miriam started a fire. Elisheba again started to speak. Miriam 
interrupted. “I know my home is simple, but we do our best. My 
husband has improved it.” Miriam pointed to the ceiling. “He raised 
those beams. You know he is a carpenter and mason, no priest like 
your husband. I talk too much. What brings you here? Would you 
like food?” She went to the kitchen and got bread and olives and 
water and set the bowls and cups on the table. She sat down on the 
floor and tapped the table. “My husband crafted this.”
 Elisheba had been trying to speak the whole time but now 
looked down at the floor, looking very old and worried, her fist to her 
mouth.
 “Cousin,” Miriam said, “why have you come? You do not visit. 
You have never visited.”
 Elisheba stiffly moved to Miriam’s side of the table, her lips 
trembling. She was forty-six and frightened like a young girl, as 
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Miriam, sixteen years old, sometimes felt frightened on nights when 
the shadows danced in the furnace, nights when Yosef returned 
home late. Elisheba placed a palm on Miriam’s stomach. “The cloth 
beneath your garments has been unspotted for a season. So the 
cousins say. They know there is no blood to wash.” As if someone 
might hear, she whispered close to Miriam’s ear. “The cousins saw 
the soldier visit.”
 The breath left Miriam’s lungs. Her heart clanged against her 
chest like a brass cymbal. She needed water and drank quickly from 
her cup, recalling that day in summer when the soldier returned.
 To thank you for healing me, he said and held out an alabaster 
box containing a bottle of spikenard. She could not accept it, she 
said, and handed it back to him. He threw the box to the floor 
where it broke, revealing the smooth-faced jar. He opened the jar 
and began rubbing the fragrant oil under her eyes. It relaxed her 
cheeks, tingled, tickling, his fingertips raising the hairs on her flesh. 
She wanted to move forward and bite his lip. Let me anoint you, he 
said. She undressed in the warmth of the fire and inhaled the musty 
spikenard while he rubbed it on her neck, her sides, her legs. She 
turned around as he massaged her. He held her for a moment. She 
leaned into him. They swayed. He backed away and undressed. 
She applied the ointment to his body, stopping to rest her nose on 
his neck, to inhale his scent. She bit his shoulder. They made love. 
Afterward, in the crawlspace, she asked him to bring her water. 
Seeing his bare backside as he crawled from the bed and those 
awkward dangling parts, she could have felt shame but laughed 
instead. He returned with the cup of water and propped his head 
beside her, smiling, as Yosef would have done after making love. It 
was too familiar. She whimpered.
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 Here with Elisheba, she whimpered again and drank water 
from her cup. The sun in the sky tilted, letting too much light 
through the window, down on both their faces. Elisheba wrapped 
her arms around Miriam and said, “Hush. Do you not know your 
life is in danger? The wives here have told their husbands. The 
husbands have told Yosef. At this moment, Yosef seeks my husband 
Zechariah’s counsel at the temple. There is no time. Let us seek 
guidance.” They put their hands together and prayed.
 After a moment’s passing, Miriam opened her eyes and rested 
her hand on Elisheba’s cheek. “God has blessed me,” she said. 
“I prayed for a man to love me and God brought me this soldier. 
Surely there is no sin in that.”
 “Is that what God has told you?” Elisheba asked.
 “It is his voice I hear in my heart,” Miriam replied.
 The front door scraped along the floor. Slanted light broke in, 
scattering across four dusty feet, as two men stepped inside. Miriam 
looked up. She trembled. It was Zechariah, Elisheba’s husband, 
with her husband Yosef. Neither man said a word. Yosef reached 
out his hand to Miriam and raised her up with his sturdy arm.

 It was spring. There was smoke. Fire climbed the front door. 
Yosef wrapped his arm in cloth and spanked the flames that crawled 
the wood and then the fire was extinguished. Miriam ran out after 
him and told him to come inside. Turning to the courtyard, Yosef 
laughed, his voice bellowing, echoing off the brick walls. “Who 
among you wishes to burn me and my wife out of our home? If 
you desire us to leave, say it. Face me, cowards.” No one came 
out of their homes, but traitorous eyes peered through cracked 
doors. Miriam stood beside her husband. No garments could hide 
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her round belly. Men from Yosef’s family now spoke openly of her 
unfaithfulness.
 The compound had become dangerous. The joy of company 
with the wives while their children played with wooden horses, the 
comfort of washing clothes with them and talking, the simple act of 
drawing water from the well alone—such things the cousins barred 
from Miriam. Yosef conducted the outdoor chores. He became a 
man after Miriam’s heart, devoted as he was. When he was not 
around, she feared attack. When she treaded the familiar places 
within the walls, even stepping down the stairs, the wives would 
turn their backs, gather their children, rush them indoors. At night 
outside her door, she heard murmuring voices. Meanwhile the 
shadows cast by furnace light danced upon the walls. Those nights, 
Miriam prayed Yosef would return soon from work. Every night he 
came home late, she feared he had been killed.
 Yosef told her, “Be brave and wait,” and one evening planned 
for their departure. They gathered a few belongings in a bag, mostly 
food provisions.
 She stopped to rest. “Our burden is too great,” she said.
 He leaned his head over hers, his eyes glassy, filled with the 
furnace flame, and he reminded her of the vision that he relayed to 
her the past autumn, when he had gone to the temple to meet with 
Zechariah. Zechariah, who was a priest, had stood before the white 
and gold and crimson curtain to the inner sanctuary. His fingers 
fumbled the powdered herbs while Yosef spoke harshly of Miriam. 
Zechariah said to hush, to wait. There was still the ritual to perform 
to prepare the temple for the presence of the god of Avraham. They 
bowed their heads and closed their eyes as Zechariah prayed. 
Incense billowed dark smoke from the stone bowl. The two men 
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breathed in. Then they both heard a crack like thunder and opened 
their eyes. The curtain to the seat of God was pulled back and a 
white light appeared. An angel with flowing blond locks, his face 
like a boy’s, emerged from the light and spoke to them, saying Be 
not afraid, and Yosef, do not chastise your wife, who has become 
a vessel for the one true god. Yosef leaned close to Miriam as he 
told her this story and wiped away her tears. “No harm shall come 
to you while the angel of God protects you. I shall protect you too. 
Have faith in me.”
 The next morning, they set out on a donkey. Zechariah and 
Elisheba came and saw them off at the compound gate. They 
departed when the sun was weak, Miriam astride the donkey, Yosef 
holding the reins.
 They traveled for what turned into many days, looking to settle 
down where strangers would become friends. Although they found 
lodging with fellow sons of Israel, no community would accept them 
for long, strangers as they were. They moved onward. With the reins 
in hand, Yosef walked slumped like a man overburdened. Miriam 
blamed herself for his sorrow. Then one day upon their journey the 
rain came down in torrents and they were stranded without shelter.
 They trekked across the desolate desert, lost in the rainswept 
landscape, until Miriam pointed to a home, outside of which a 
shepherd chased a sheep and put it back in its pen. Night fell quickly. 
Yosef helped Miriam dismount the donkey, and they both trudged 
toward the shepherd, who quickly went inside. Yosef knocked on 
the wide door. The shepherd opened it. “Take us in,” Yosef said. 
He and Miriam stood there in soggy cloaks. The shepherd asked if 
they were Jews.
 “Aye,” said Yosef.
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 “We are Hellenes,” the shepherd said, “and have no use for 
you or your god.”
 He was closing the door when his wife came to stop him. “Let 
them in,” she said. “They are wet and cold, and she is pregnant.” 
The wife motioned to Miriam, who fell and clutched at the earth.
 The shepherd helped her rise, and he and Yosef guided her 
inside. Then the shepherd went to tend to his children, climbing 
the ladder to the loft where they rested. The main floor, meanwhile, 
was a barn for feeding animals.
 The shepherd’s wife, who introduced herself as Theotokos, let 
Yosef’s donkey inside to feed. In the light of a flickering fireplace, 
she laid straw along the floor so Miriam could lie down. She tucked 
one pillow beneath Miriam’s head and another beneath her back. 
Yosef stood close by as if to study the fire, asking Theotokos if 
she needed help. “No,” she said. She had delivered many children, 
without complication, aided by a god whose name was unknown. 
She took the reins of the donkey, guided it outside and tied it up, 
and returned to Miriam’s side.
 Miriam lay on the ground, smiling at her husband. Then she 
heard a crack like thunder. Her eyes turned up and fluttered in her 
skull. Her body shook. The door blew open. She opened her eyes 
and rolled her head toward the open door, where the smell of musky 
spikenard emanated from a man’s sandaled feet. Just outside the 
door stood the Roman soldier, gold-breasted, red-caped, his sword 
handle sticking out from its sheath. Her eyes studied the man’s 
body, but his form would not stand still. At one moment he appeared 
young, curly-haired, lean, the next moment he appeared old with 
white hair, a round belly, and in the next moment he appeared like 
a boy with flowing blond locks—then all three at once. Thunder 
crashed. The figure sprouted white wings, ancient like the giant birds 
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Joab’s god had conquered. They extended and flapped. His red 
cape undulated, his eyes burning orange and blue. He unholstered 
his sword, which blazed with fire, and wielded it upright between 
his flickering eyes. His armor glistened, and his wings fanned the 
flames. The furnace was too hot. Miriam’s body was too hot.
 She looked down at her body in the dimming room. She felt 
it. The child had begun to crown. Theotokos was there to catch 
the newborn. Boards creaked in the loft. Shepherd boys peered 
over the railing. Miriam screamed. The flame in the furnace had 
burned too brightly and now it was hard to make out events as 
they transpired, weak as the fire was. In the shuttering of the light, 
Theotokos held the baby upside down and smacked his backside. 
The shepherd boy gasped from the loft. Yosef turned to them. “Have 
you no sense of privacy?” he said. Theotokos said, “Quiet.” They 
waited and listened. The baby let out a long cry. The room sighed. 
Miriam was pleased with herself, laughing with joy at the thought of 
this boy born of her body and blood. Theotokos swaddled the male 
child and held him. His cry turned to a moan.
 Miriam reached out her arms, longing for her child’s touch. 
She spoke to him in a tongue reserved for mothers to their children. 
I never knew why I waited, until this day when I meet you, my little 
god. As Theotokos brought the baby closer, he stopped crying and 
closed his eyes. She swung back around. “Let me hold him,” Miriam 
said. Theotokos lowered her head, looking down at the baby. Yosef 
left the fire to stand near the child. “Give him to me,” Miriam said. 
No one else spoke. No one stirred. “Give him to me,” Miriam said 
once more. Theotokos turned and handed the bloodied child to her.
 His head lay still against Miriam’s chest. She rested her chin 
against the back of his skull. It smelled like milk and honey. She 
had never smelled a thing so pure. Boards creaked above. The 
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shepherd boys hid themselves. “I love him,” Miriam said. Yosef 
moved away, back toward the furnace. The fire had extinguished. 
Theotokos knelt beside Miriam in the darkness. The shepherd boys 
did not come down from the loft. The shepherd did not come down 
from the loft. Miriam rubbed her child’s back, ran her hand down 
his arm, to his fingers. He did not move. He was only sleeping, she 
was sure of it, in that she had faith. She heard her husband rattle 
embers in the fireplace. She loved him and had faith in him too. He 
would try all night, if he had to, to light the fire.
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Christopher Woods
So Many Heavens
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Bart Sutter
The Baba Way

I am seventy, Otto is six months,
And yet he sits there in his Bumbo
Like an infant king, while we are ranged
Along the long pine table, his courtiers.
Otto’s mother, incidentally our daughter,
Serves him bits of grown-up food,
To which the boy responds with glee,
Although he only has two teeth.
Otto’s otherwise first-rate father
Has this weakness: he cannot bear
To witness the battlefield his child makes
Of pudgy flesh and Bumbo tray:
Strawberry smears across his cheek,
Apple sauce hair, beet bits leaking blood
All down his front, the gore, the crumbs,
Food scraps scattered everywhere.
 
And yet we all feel elevated by
The joy with which this small boy eats.
He gums a bite, saliva drips, he swallows,
Smiles, reaches for the heavens with both hands,
And hollers, “Allah!” releasing laughter
Like the clamor of church bells at a wedding
Or a coronation, which we join.
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My goodness, I’m thinking, this
White German-American baby
Must be Muslim. Yet once the laughter
Of his subjects has subsided, Otto
Ingests a golden gobbet of squash, then
Reaches for the skies again, proclaiming,
“Baba!” And I see that I misheard the first time:
Not “Allah!” but “Baba!” Or was it “Abba!”
The Aramaic word that Christ is said
To have pronounced, crying for his Father
From the cross. But Otto is not suffering.
 
No, no. This is joy, as pure and plain
As the potato lump that Otto squishes
In his fist and feeds himself. “Baba!”
Definitely “Baba!” So the boy is Hindu
Or Sufi, maybe. Whatever his religion,
I repent my daily puling and complaining,
Wonderstruck that I’d forgot
The sunlight in the orange, the honeycomb
Of bread, the nectar that is milk.
 
There’s a gap in the laughter of my tablemates
As they turn their looks on me to see
Tears trembling in my eyelashes
And drip, drip-dropping on my plate.
Then all of us are laughing—yes, me, too—
Because I’ve been converted to
The Way of Food and Gratitude,
The Way of Baba, transported
Into the Kingdom of Gladness,
Where I intend to live forever.
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Marguerite Bouvard

The Messiah is supposed to have
only one meaning, but one
can be many when there is
an illumination in a dark corner
of the world, and Messiah
is not age related, like the seven
 
year old Messiah and his
older sister Reign which does
not mean queen, but giving
everything she has, to love
and protect. When he was only
four years old and was unable
 
to walk because of a rare disease,
she played with him, took tender
care of him, and never left
his side. Nor is the Messiah
white as the Western world
portrays him, but the color
 
of the night sky, with the radiant
stars of his parents Toka
who spoke of blessings when
Reign gave him her bone marrow
for a transplant, and Will who
would visit his hospital room
 

THE HOLY FAMILY
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and sing to him. At home Toka
sang This is the day the Lord made,
and they both gave graciously
from the little they had;
an envelope of money when
a friend lost his job, burger king
 
coupons when another person
was laid off, bags of clothes,
for giving was their joy.
But just when Messiah began
to be able to walk, he showed
symptoms of the coronavirus
 
and died in his hospital bed.
But Messiah and Reign
remain intertwined because
though they were only a few years
on this earth they understood
the meaning of eternity.
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Naomi Myrvaagnes

Psalm 5781

Don’t you hear the explosions, Lord?
 the red blossom of the cannon?

Those voices—gleeful mobs stoked,  
 the righteous chant of marchers

Can’t you hear the roar of dams breaking 
 of forests clawing upward in flame

And the dark whispers—oiling of the gun 
 the whetting of the knife 
 fissile matter fissioning.  Selah.

What blast will stir you, Mighty One, to turn 
 to the world of your making?

We plead, we tremble, we call.
 The bleat of our shofar—  
 Breath.  Breaking.  Selah.

Are you sleeping on your throne, Lord?
 Do our faithful lips
 only rock you to dreaming?
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Sharon Scholl

Conference

As surely as spring puddles breed
mosquitoes, tragedies spawn white
heads bobbing over scriptures.
 
They gesture, nod, recoil from some
conclusion, sit back with tented fingers
signaling their contemplation.
 
It cannot be there is no Plan
under which catastrophe can lurk
undetected by the faithful
 
until it bursts upon the world
in all its mystery. So the pious
gather to pry open the mind of God.
 
Is it vengeance, an overflow of righteous
indignation?  Is it love in a form
too ghastly to consider?
 
Only one option will be allowed:
that Purpose is at work in this affair,
that we must find it and be content.
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TO SAVE US FROM THE DARK

Diana Woodcock

Every atom
vibrant with life,
in the smallest creature
a spirit of fight
to survive. But beyond
the life and fight,
a holy light – a spark
dispelling the dark.

Call the source from which
it ignites whatever you wish –
love, God, Gaia,
Center Galactic Source,
Creator of all Creation,
Great Spirit, Mother, Father.
Holy sparks scattered
by the desert lark’s flight,
by bioluminescent plankton
glowing at the shoreline.
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Daffodils frilling the greening
hills, whippoorwills calling,
stalling the night’s chill.
Holy sparks to counter
the Age of Terror, which would
extinguish all hope if we could not
distinguish between the false
and the holy, the latter preventing
our returning to the Dark Age.
Holy sparks in stardust, which of course
comes down to us – is us.

A warbler announcing spring,
doing his holy spark-flinging thing.
A fig tree full of sun-baked soil
and holy sparks within each fruit.
Even in the least-loved ragweed,
the millipede – holy, holy
sparks to save us from the dark.
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Angelita Hampton
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I am looking for a Black God,
a god of gods,
who knows suffering and does not want me to be afraid.
For a god who loves to dance,
who is the rhythm in me.
A God who has seen the blood
and believes in revolt,
who has walked into 1st
and 2nd
and 3rd
worlds and wants to count higher
to heavens where people can live.
A god who has been institutionalized
and longs to break free,
to be liberated, to run.
 
I am looking for a god who sits on the bus
like front seats,
like long days,
like the masses in public transportation,
and who drives down the street
to a righteous revolution
that passes up no one’s stop.

I am looking for a God
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For a god who knows a broader definition
of divination
and sees it as a black woman
who has visions,
seeing a god of a universe of a people
on a continuum, visions of a god
who sees her blackness in it all
and loves her for it.
I am looking for a god
who created light, only to illuminate their darkness.
A god who is Them and Us and We
and is not divided by He and She
but sits in a loving embrace.
I want a Jesus of slavery,
the God Sojourner would call she,
a Christ who became chattel
the Lord of David in battle.
I want a god who comes to Sunday dinners
to eat soul food and knows how to make
nourishment from the scraps.
A god who knows my black pain and won’t let
theology change it to something else,
but gives a black religion back to me
held in dark hands.
I come to Gethsemane, knees in the dirt,
praying a spirit will come,
a spirituality that does not live in chapels
or line the pews,
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but sits on the rooftops of churches
and lets the sun bake it browner
as it laughs in loud voices and knows
god laughs too.
I want a spirit
who is not a name or a word
but the wind,
moving, living, redefining,
making me a new creation.
I am looking for divinity,
a trinity,
a star in the night
leading me to revival.
For a God who could travel more than miles
but eternities
 
to be born as I was born,
to live as I will live.
For a God who was in the beginning
and came
and will come again.
For a God who was human,
a child, a savior, a king
in a place
where there was no room for him,
but he came anyway.
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Merie Kirby
Morning coffee

It’s one of those fall mornings when everyone is talking
about coffee. Everyone is grateful for coffee, wonders
how they could ever get through the morning without it,

is cranky because they haven’t had it yet,
or is double-clutching a hot mug, holding it to their noses,
eyes closed with anticipation. It is easier

to say to each other, I don’t know how
I’d make it through Monday without my coffee
than to say, I’m afraid to read the paper or watch the news.

I’m afraid to think about beheadings and race
and economics and Ebola and drunk driving
and failing farms and high speed chases and

kidnappings and enterovirus-68 and brutality
and when I say I love my morning coffee
I am saying I love that isolated moment of sensory experience

when the rich scent fills my nose, my skull, and briefly
stops the world, the way sugar cuts through bitterness
and the way cream swirls in and can’t be taken out.

I may no longer pray, I may no longer salute the sun,
but I still want kindness to enter the world like that,
to be inextricable, attached to every particle.
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Matthew J. Andrews is a private investigator and writer who lives in 
Modesto, California. His poetry has appeared or is forthcoming in 
Orange Blossom Review, Funicular Magazine, Red Rock Review, ONE 
ART, Sojourners, Amethyst Review, Kissing Dynamite, and Deep Wild 
Journal, among others. He can be contacted at matthewjandrews.com.

Adewuyi Aremu Ayodeji is an emerging poet from Nigeria. He received 
a B. A. (Ed.) in English and an M. A. in Literature-in-English both from 
the University of Ilorin, Ilorin, Nigeria. He presently works as Education 
Officer I with the Kwara State Teaching Service Commission, Ilorin, 
Kwara State, Nigeria. He lives in Nigeria.

Zeina Azzam is a Palestinian American poet, writer, editor, and 
community activist. Her poems appear in literary journals including 
Pleiades Magazine, Mizna, Sukoon Magazine, Beltway Poetry Quarterly, 
Split This Rock, Barzakh: A Literary Magazine, and Voice Male and 
in the edited volumes Tales from Six Feet Apart, Bettering American 
Poetry, Making Mirrors: Writing/Righting by and for Refugees, and Gaza 
Unsilenced. Zeina’s chapbook, Bayna Bayna, In-Between, is published 
by The Poetry Box (May 2021). She earned an M.A. in Arabic literature 
at Georgetown University.

Mikayla Beaudrie completed her MA in English from the University 
of Florida. She currently teaches an array of rhetoric and composition 
courses at the University of North Florida. Her research centers on the 
relationship between blackness and nature, and the existence of a Black 
gothic rhetoric.

Contributor Bios

http://matthewjandrews.com
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Rhyia Bibby is currently pursuing a degree in Journalism at Northeastern 
University. She enjoys writing, listening-to, and reading poetry and music.

Marguerite G. Bouvard is the author of 12 books of poetry, two of which 
have won awards including the MassBook Poetry book award. She 
has also written a number of books on social justice, human rights and 
women’s rights.

Karyn M. Bruce holds a BFA in Creative Writing from Bowling Green 
State University, Bowling Green Ohio; and a MA in Literature and an 
Ed.S. from Barry University, Miami Shores, FL. Her first book, I Will Write 
Loudly So You Can Hear Me, was self-published in 2018. She taught 
middle school English for 18 years and is a retired professor of English 
from Johnson & Wales University, North Miami, Fl.

Nicole Buzzelli is a poet and essayist and, firstly, an observer. She 
holds an MA from Loyola Marymount University and is also probably 
holding a book in her hand. She currently lives on the road.

Susan Maxwell Campbell grew up in Dallas and is retired from teaching 
languages in public schools. She has two degrees in French and a 
degree in creative writing from University of North Texas, where she 
received the University Writing Award for Graduate Poetry. She lives in 
Mansfield, Texas.

Stephen Campiglio’s work has recently appeared or will appear in Aji, 
Chiron Review, Circumference (Pi Poetry), Glimpse, Journal of Italian 
Translation, Pinyon Poetry, Sangam Literary Review, Stand (Leeds, 
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England), The Wayfarer, Wild Roof Journal, and The Woven Tale Press 
Magazine. A former winner of the Willis Barnstone Translation Prize 
for a poem by Giuseppe Bonaviri (1924-2009), his current project, with 
co-translator Dr. Elena Borelli, will result in the complete translation of 
Giovanni Pascoli’s (1855-1912) volume of poetry, Canti di Castelvecchio. 
For his own work, twice-nominated for a Pushcart Prize, he was a 
quarterfinalist in the 2018 Codhill Press poetry contest for a book-length 
manuscript and has published two chapbooks, Cross-Fluence (2012) 
and Verbal Clouds through Various Magritte Skies (2014).

David A Cohen is a 74 year old retired reference librarian living with his 
wife in a suburb of Philadelphia. He took up writing about three years 
ago with the idea that it is never too late to start a new endeavor. He has 
published in The Avalon Literary Review and Corner Bar Magazine.

Jacqueline Coleman-Fried is a poet and essayist living in Tuckahoe, 
NY. Following careers in journalism and marketing, she has spent the last 
four years learning the craft of writing poetry at The Writing Institute of 
Sarah Lawrence College. Her work has been published in Home Planet 
News Online, The Voices Project Poetry Library, Art Times Journal, The 
Orchards Poetry Journal and Sparks of Calliope.

Alexandra Cristache is a recent graduate of German and English 
Philology at the University of Bucharest. She has been experimenting 
with various arts, such as painting and photography, throughout the 
years and has been writing poetry as a hobby for the past 15 years. The 
influence of the visual arts are very present in her poems and help build 
a very bold and detailed world.
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Thomas DeFreitas was born in Boston and was educated at the Boston 
Latin School. He attended the University of Massachusetts (Boston and 
Amherst) for two years. His poems have appeared in Dappled Things, 
Ibbetson Street, Plainsongs, and elsewhere. Tom lives in Arlington, 
Massachusetts.

Wendy Drexler’s third poetry collection, Before There Was Before, was 
published by Iris Press in 2017. Her poems have appeared in Barrow 
Street, J Journal, Nimrod, Pangyrus, Prairie Schooner, Salamander, 
Sugar House, The Atlanta Review, The Mid-American Review, The 
Hudson Review, and The Threepenny Review, among others. She’s the 
poet in residence at New Mission High School in Hyde Park, MA.

Chris Duffy lives in northern NJ. His poems have been included in 
Oberon Journal, Paterson Literary Review, Tiny Seed, The Halcyone, 
as well as PC and other anthologies.

Jennifer Elam studied Arts and Spirituality (with Sally Palmer as 
mentor), Social Justice and Quakerism at Pendle Hill, a Quaker study 
center in PA. In second grade, she learned that art was for those who 
are talented and she was not one of them; so, she pursued an academic 
life in psychology for over 35 years and has done social justice work 
for almost 50 years. In retirement, her creative forces are powerfully 
flowing. She spends much of her time writing, painting, and dancing 
to support social justice issues and doing estates settlements where 
intergenerational healing work is needed related to native heritage and 
a past of slave-holding on the farm that has been in her family since the 
1790’s. 
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Nida Elley is a teacher, writer, and editor who has lived in New York, 
Austin, London, and now Lahore. Her blog, “Lovelorn” (http://lovelorn.
me), focuses on the disconnectedness so many people feel with the 
world around them. Her fiction was published by Bloomsbury UK in 
a Pakistani-themed, Jane Austen-inspired anthology, “Austenistan” 
(2018).

Jeffrey Essmann is an essayist and poet living in New York. His poetry 
has appeared in numerous magazines and literary journals, among 
them America Magazine, Dappled Things, the St. Austin Review, U.S. 
Catholic and various venues of the Benedictine monastery with which 
he is an oblate. He is editor of the Catholic Poetry Room page on the 
Integrated Catholic Life website.

Noelle Floyd is a third year cybersecurity student from California and a 
longtime singer, artist, and writer. She writes first and foremost to learn 
and understand herself, with works examining intersectional biracial, 
AAPI and queer issues. Her poems have been published in Wilde, After 
Midnight, and lemon glow.

Rebecca River Forbes is a British-Mauritian fueled by tea (she travels 
with a tea library). She writes poems, short stories, and she writes and 
performs comedy. She recently finished her novel Shut Mouth and 
is hunting for an agent to give her some love. Find her on Twitter @
bohobo101

Jerome Gagnon is the author of the award-winning collection Rumors of 
Wisdom and a chapbook, Spell of the Ordinary. His work has appeared 
in journals such as Poet Lore, Spiritus, and River Heron Review. He 
lives in Northern California.

http://lovelorn.me
http://lovelorn.me
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Diane Glancy teaches in the low-residency MFA program at Carlow 
University. She will teach a course, Experimental Prose and Poetry, at 
Pittsburgh Seminary in the fall. Her latest book is Island of the Innocent: 
A Consideration of the Book of Job. Forthcoming is A Line of Driftwood: 
The Story of Ada Blackjack and Home is the Road, Wandering the Land, 
Shaping the Spirit.

Renny Golden’s poetry book, Blood Desert: Witnesses 1820-1880 
(University of New Mexico Press) won the WILLA Literary Award for 
poetry 2010-2011, was named a Southwest Notable Book of the Year 
2012; The Music of Her Rivers, University of New Mexico Press, 2020 
was a Finalist for the New Mexico/Arizona Book Award.

Nicole Grace is the author of poetry collections The Temple and 
Bodhisattva, as well as non-fiction books Dreaming Bhutan and the 
bestselling Mastery At Work. Her books have won multiple international 
awards. Her poetry has appeared in HerWords, Pearl River Quarterly, 
Nexus and Light of Consciousness Magazine. A former journalist, project 
management consultant and Wall Street executive, she now teaches 
self-discovery close enough to the Pacific Ocean to hear it roar under a 
full moon.

African American poet, composer, pianist and dramatist, Beatrice 
Kujichagulia Greene, has published poetry in The Bones We Carry, 
Gemini Magazine and Writers Without Margins. Her piano compositions 
include Spirit Warriors, commissioned by United Nations Women’s 
Reporting Network, and The Other commissioned by Violence 
Transformed. She dramatizes the life of Frances Harper, a Black woman 
abolitionist.
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Jeanie Greensfelder’s poems have been published at American Life in 
Poetry, Writer’s Almanac, and Poetry Foundation’s Poem of the Day; in 
anthologies: Paris, Etc., Pushing the Envelope: Epistolary Poems; and 
in journals: Miramar, Thema, Askew, Persimmon Tree, and others. She 
served as the San Luis Obispo County poet laureate, 2017,18. Jeanie’s 
books are: Biting the Apple, Marriage and Other Leaps of Faith and I Got 
What I Came For.

Born and mostly raised in India, these days Aliya Haer lives in the 
traditional territory of, and works for, the Ucluelet First Nation in British 
Columbia. She is an emerging writer with a short story publication in the 
December 2020 issue of The Spadina Review, and a CNF publication in 
the upcoming Summer 2021 issue of The Tahoma Literary Review.

Angelita Hampton is a writer, visual artist, activist, sister, and daughter. 
Her undergraduate studies in Psychology and African American Studies 
at Earlham College and graduate studies at The Ohio State University, 
along with her time living abroad in Mexico, deeply inform her creative 
work. She identifies as a Black feminist revolutionary inspired by and 
dedicated to social justice. Angelita is an Indianapolis native who enjoys 
the arts, nature, and maintaining close ties to family. She has self-
published several books of poetry in addition to having poems published 
in Rigorous, Bay Windows, RagShock, and Coffee People Zine.

J.M.R. Harrison has created and led workshops in fear, faith, poetry, 
play, and creativity. She studied poetry at the independent Writers’ Center 
in Bethesda MD for over a dozen years and is a 2016 graduate from 
the low residency MFA program of Spalding University in Louisville KY. 
Her poems have been published in Antietam Review, Penwood Review, 
Spillway Magazine, and featured in Fluent Magazine.
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Lisa M. Hase-Jackson is the author of Flint and Fire (The Word Works), 
winner of the 2019 Hilary Tham Capital Collection Series as selected by 
Jericho Brown. She is Editor in Chief at South 85 Journal and founding 
editor of Zingara Poetry Review.

Jareen Imam is a writer, poet, and mixed-media artist. She’s a former 
award-winning journalist with more than 10 years of reporting experience. 
She is passionate about telling stories that explore topics like humanism, 
philosophy, and science as she tries to understand her place in the 
universe. 

Seth Jani lives in Seattle, WA and is the founder of Seven CirclePress 
(www.sevencirclepress.com). Their work has appeared in The American 
Poetry Journal, Chiron Review, Ghost City Review, Rust+Moth and Pretty 
Owl Poetry, among others. Their full-length collection, Night Fable, was 
published by FutureCycle Press in 2018. Visit them at www.sethjani.
com.

K. L. Johnston first realized an interest in photography after traveling 
with the SC ETV Endowment. Her first published photos appeared in 
that organizations in house magazine. She has since published photos 
in a number of small literary magazines. While wrangling seven children 
to adulthood she stumbled into a career as a dealer in art and antiques. 
Other interests include horticulture, historical research, and writing, 
mostly non-fiction and poetry. She is an opportunistic photographer: the 
only planning that goes into her photography lies in taking her camera with 
her wherever she goes. The majority of her subjects are environmental.

Bryana Joy is a writer, poet, and painter who works full-time sending 
illustrated snail mail letters all over the world. She has lived in Turkey, East 

http://www.sevencirclepress.com
http://www.sethjani.com
http://www.sethjani.com
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Texas, and England, and currently lives in Eastern Pennsylvania with her 
husband. Her poetry has appeared or is forthcoming in an assortment of 
literary journals, including Beloit Poetry Journal, Chestnut Review, and 
Red Rock Review. She has a thing for thunderstorms, loose-leaf tea, 
green countrysides, and the music of Johann Sebastian Bach.

Diane Kessler is a graduate of Oberlin College and Andover Newton 
Theological School. Her professional life has been dedicated to facilitating 
both ecumenical and inter-religious dialogue, and she has authored or 
edited six books and many articles on the subject. Her debut novel, 
Conflicts of Interest, was published in October 2020. Her short story, 
“Blindside,” was an Editors’ Pick for Solstice Literary Magazine’s 2020 
Summer Contest issue.

Krissy Kilgallen is a trauma-informed yoga teacher, psychology 
research assistant, writer, and student of life. Her interests have drawn 
her to explore the formation of belief systems and adoption of ideologies. 
Further, how we make meaning from those systems, form identities around 
them and how this informs the way we act and relate to the world. Krissy 
engages with these questions through contemplative practices, scientific 
research and creative practices. Krissy is currently working at the Center 
for Spirituality, Dialogue and Service at Northeastern University, at the 
Center for Mindfulness and Compassion and the Social Emotions Lab 
studying Gratitude in our decision-making processes.

Merie Kirby grew up in California.  She now lives in Grand Forks, ND and 
teaches interdisciplinary classes at the University of North Dakota. She 
is the author of two chapbooks, The Dog Runs On and The Thumbelina 
Poems. Her poems have appeared or are forthcoming in Quartet Journal, 
Sheila-na-gig Online, FERAL, Mom Egg Review, and other journals. You 
can find her online at www.meriekirby.com.

http://www.meriekirby.com
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Gabrielle Langley’s first book of poetry, Azaleas on Fire, was released 
in 2019. She has won the Lorene Pouncey Award, Houston Poetry Fest’s 
Jury Prize, and the Vivian Nellis Memorial Prize. With work appearing 
in a variety of literary journals, and three Pushcart prize nominations, 
Ms. Langley was also a spearhead and co-editor for the anthology Red 
Sky: Poetry on the Global Epidemic of Violence Against Women (Sable 
Books – 2016).

Hector Ledesma’s art is influenced by the western culture fused with the 
Caribbean culture, more specifically the Dominican culture, highlighting 
its popular aspect. He likes to work on issues of emigration, ecology, the 
influences of technologies as well as the popular argo within the behavior 
of modern man all within an anthropological point of view. He proposes 
to approach the treatment of his themes through the silhouette, from 
a complex perspective of the identity, thus confirming an iconic status, 
where the objects participate in a non-linear narration with other images, 
marks and symbols that coexist in an ambiguous space and from there 
resolve specific issues about his identity.

Xiaoly Li is a poet, photographer and computer engineer who lives in 
Massachusetts. Her poetry is forthcoming or has recently appeared in 
Spillway, Spoon River Poetry Review, American Journal of Poetry, PANK, 
Atlanta Review, Chautauqua, Rhino, Cold Mountain Review, J Journal 
and elsewhere; and in several anthologies. She has been nominated 
for Best of the Net twice, Best New Poets, and a Pushcart Prize. Xiaoly 
received her Ph.D. in electrical engineering from Worcester Polytechnic 
Institute and Masters in computer science and engineering from Tsinghua 
University in China.

Karen Luke Jackson, author of The View Ever Changing (Kelsay Books, 
2021) and GRIT (Finishing Line Press, 2020), draws upon contemplative 
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practices, nature, and family stories for inspiration. In 2018, Karen was 
chosen to participate in the North Carolina Poetry Society’s Gilbert-
Chappell Mentor Series. An educator and Courage & Renewal facilitator, 
Karen resides in a cottage on a goat pasture in Flat Rock, North Carolina, 
where she writes and companions people on their spiritual journeys.

Lisa Lundeen is a board-certified chaplain, Quaker, and grateful parent 
who delights in the sacred feminine and the outdoors as her heart and 
home. She was a 2020-21 mentee in the North Carolina Poetry Society’s 
Gilbert-Chappell Mentor Series and a 2021 winner of the Ross Andrews 
Poetry Contest. Her poems have appeared or are forthcoming in Friends 
Journal, Plants and Poetry, Snapdragon, and Tiny Seed, among others. 
Her first book of poetry and nature photography, Wood-Solace, or a 
Return to Belonging, is forthcoming with Plants and Poetry. She lives in 
Greensboro, NC with her family.

Marianne Lyon has been a music teacher for 43 years. After teaching 
in Hong Kong she returned to the Napa Valley and has been published 
in various literary magazines and reviews. Nominated for the Pushcart 
Award 2016. She has spent time teaching in Nicaragua. She is a member 
of the California Writers Club, Solstice Writers in St. Helena California. 
She is an Adjunct Professor at Touro University Vallejo California. She 
was awarded the Napa Country Poet Laureate 2021 title.

Linda Malnack is the author of two poetry chapbooks, 21 Boxes (dancing 
girl press) and Bone Beads (Paper Boat Press). Her poetry appears 
in Prairie Schooner, the Seattle Review, Amherst Review, Southern 
Humanities Review, Blackbird, and elsewhere. Linda was a long-time 
Co-editor for the online poetry journal, Switched-on Gutenberg, and 
currently volunteers as an Assistant Poetry Editor for Crab Creek Review.
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Robert Manaster’s poetry has appeared in numerous journals including 
Rosebud, Birmingham Poetry Review, Image, International Poetry 
Review, Moment Magazine, and Spillway. His co-translation of Ronny 
Someck’s The Milk Underground was awarded the Cliff Becker Book 
Prize in Translation. He’s also published poetry book reviews in such 
publications as Rattle, Colorado Review, and Massachusetts Review.

Roosha Mandal is a current medical student interested in exploring the 
intersection of science and the humanities. She studied creative writing 
and biology at Carnegie Mellon University and runs a small poetry 
instagram titled gxrlhood.

Vicki Mandell-King has always written poetry, even during her thirty-
year career as a Federal Public Defender. She has three published 
collections titled: Tenacity of Lace, Shrinking Into Infinite Sky, and Hurry, 
Open the Gates. Her most recent collection, Singing My Pockets Empty, 
was published by Main Street Rag in Summer 2021.

Dominique Margolis is a French and American immigrant author who 
started learning English as a foreign language in middle school in rural 
France. She eventually earned a Ph.D.in English from the University 
of Denver. A near-death experience at the age of sixteen triggered her 
need to understand spirituality and how to live it. Her prose is published 
in French and recently in English in publications such as Tangled Locks 
Journal, Prometheus Dreaming, The Dillydoun Review, The Nasiona, 
and The Centifictionist, among others. She tweets @dominique_1234, 
and her author’s website is dominiquemargolis.com.

Noluthando Naledii Mashiane

http://dominiquemargolis.com
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Mootacem Bellah Mhiri (he/him) has a PhD in comparative literature 
from the Pennsylvania State University. He teaches Arabic language and 
modern Arabic literature at Vassar College. His intellectual work is at the 
intersections of literary translation, gender studies, postcolonial studies, 
and the critique of Orientalism.

Naomi Myrvaagnes writes poetry, fiction, and essays. Her recent poetry 
collection is Chamber of Wonders, 2019. She is a Scholar at the Brandeis 
University Women’s Studies Research Center. She is preoccupied, in 
her own way, with Bible and religion.

Ann Neelon is the author of Easter Vigil, which won both the Anhinga 
Prize for Poetry and the RPCV Writers and Readers Award. Her poems 
have appeared most recently in Open-Eyed, Full-Throated, an anthology 
published in 2019 by Arlen House. A Professor of English at Murray State 
University and the recipient of the Regents Teaching Award, she directed 
MSU’s low-residency MFA program from 2010 to 2016 and edited New 
Madrid journal from 2006 to 2018.

Adnan Adam Onart lives in Cambridge, MA. His work appeared in Prairie 
Schooner, Colere Magazine, Red Wheel Barrow, The Massachusetts 
Review, among others. His first poetry collection, The Passport You 
Asked For, has been published by The Aeolos Press, together with 
Kenneth Rosen’s Cyprus’ Bad Period. He earned the honorable mention 
of the 2007 New England Poetry Club Erikan Mumford Award. He is one 
of the winners of 2011 Nazim Hikmet Poetry Competition in Carry, N.C. 
Adnan has been featured periodically on NPR’s On Being project during 
the months of Ramadan: https://onbeing.org/author/adnan-onart/.

Anne-Marie Oomen wrote Lake Michigan Mermaid with Linda Nemec 
Foster (Michigan Notable Book, 2019), Love, Sex and 4-H (Next 
Generation Indie Award for Memoir), Pulling Down the Barn (Michigan 

https://onbeing.org/author/adnan-onart/
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Notable Book); and Uncoded Woman (poetry), among others. She edited 
ELEMENTAL: A Collection of Michigan Nonfiction (also a Michigan 
Notable Book). She teaches at Solstice MFA at Lasell University, MA.

Ellen Peckham has read, published and exhibited in the U.S., Europe 
and Latin America. She frequently uses both art forms in a single work, the 
text decorating and explicating and the image illuminating. Her archives 
of drafts, edits and art are collected at the Harry Ransom Center For The 
Humanities and a 7 minute visual biography, Parallel Vocabularies, is 
available on DVD and via her website, www.ellenpeckham.com.

Nita Penfold’s first full length book, They Stand Up in Broken Shells, 
won the 2006 Writer’s Digest International Self-Published Poetry Book 
Award. Her other books are Landing in Oz, and The Woman with the 
Wild-Grown Hair: Complete Poems. Ms. Penfold received her Master 
of Arts in Writing from Lesley University and taught arts and spirituality 
courses as adjunct faculty at Andover Newton Theological School in 
Newton, MA.

Billie Pritchett is an English professor at Kyungnam University in Masan, 
Korea. He has an MFA in Creative Writing from Murray State University. 
His work is forthcoming in Concho River Review and Delmarva Review.

Ipung Purnomo is an Indonesian artist. His works have been exhibited 
nationally and internationally. His works have been published in Inter-
Asia Cultural Studies Journal, International Contemporary Artists and 
International Contemporary Masters. He won a museum award in 2017.

Merryn Rutledge enjoys the challenge of telling stories “in miniature,” 
that is, with layers of perspective and while aiming for economy and 
musicality. Poem writing, now a full-time endeavor, has threaded through 

http://www.ellenpeckham.com
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two other careers: teaching literature and writing at Phillips Exeter 
Academy and then running a national leadership development firm. 
Merryn’s research on leadership and social justice has been published in 
peer-reviewed journals and books. Poems have appeared in Aurorean, 
Borrowed Solace, Speckled Trout Review, Poetry Porch, Pudding, 
Oddball, Multiplicity and other magazines. Merryn also teaches poetry 
writing and is active in the New England Poetry Club and other poetry 
groups.

Sharon Scholl is the spiritual ancestor of three local writers groups 
and at 88 still an active participant in poetry events. Her chapbooks, 
Unauthorized Biographies, Seasons, and Summer’s Child, are available 
via Amazon. She maintains a library of her music compositions as 
freeprintmusic.com available with no copyright restrictions. An active 
Unitarian Universalist, she hopes to embody what it means to be alive in 
this world.

Corinna Schulenburg (she/her) is an artist and activist committed to 
ensemble practice and social justice. She’s a white queer transgender 
woman, a mother, a playwright, a founding Creative Partner of Flux 
Theatre Ensemble, and the director of communications at Theatre 
Communications Group. As a playwright, actor, director, and community 
builder, Corinna has worked on over forty plays in New York City and 
across the country. https://corinnaschulenburg.com/

Originally from Egypt, Mary Silwance lives in Kansas City where she 
mothers three daughters. She is an herbalism apprentice and farmhand 
whose work has appeared in numerous publications. Mary serves on 
the editorial team of Kansas City Voices and recently self-published 

http://freeprintmusic.com
https://corinnaschulenburg.com/
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three chapbooks. Mary Silwance explores environmental issues from 
the intersection of justice and spirituality both at http://tonicwild.blogspot.
com/ and in workshops.

Bart Sutter is the author of nine books and a three-time winner of the 
Minnesota Book Award. His latest collections are The Reindeer Camps 
and Other Poems (BOA Editions, 2012) and Nordic Accordion: Poems 
in a Scandinavian Mood (Nodin Press, 2018). He has had four verse 
plays produced and often performs as one-half of The Sutter Brothers, a 
poetry-and-music duo.

Eleanor Swanson’s poems have been featured twice in The Missouri 
Review. Her work has appeared widely: in the Southern Review, the 
Denver Quarterly, the American Poetry Journal, and in many other 
publications. Awards include an NEA Fellowship. Her poetry collection, 
A Thousand Bonds,was a finalist for the Colorado Book Award.

Becky Thompson Ph.D. is a scholar, poet, and queer activist. Her 
recent books include To Speak in Salt (Ex Ophidia Press, forthcoming), 
Teaching with Tenderness: Toward an Embodied Practice, Zero is the 
Whole I Fall into at Night (poetry) and Making Mirrors: Righting/Writing 
by and for Refugees (with Palestinian poet, Jehan Bseiso). Her honors 
include Rockefeller and Ford Fellowships, the Ex Ophidia Poetry Prize, 
the Gustavus Myers Award for Outstanding Books on Human Rights, 
and the Creative Justice Chapbook Poetry Prize. For more information 
please see www.beckythompsonyoga.com.

Ron Leo Vogel is a gay male poet and essayist who revels in language, 
curiosity, imagination and finding deeper meanings. He holds a degree 

http://tonicwild.blogspot.com/
http://tonicwild.blogspot.com/
http://www.beckythompsonyoga.com
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in German Literature from Wesleyan University where he was awarded 
the Prentice Prize for excellence in German. He lives in Hyattsville, 
Maryland, and currently studies writing at The Writer’s Center in Bethesda, 
Maryland.

E. D. Watson (she/they) earned an MFA in Creative Writing from Texas 
State University, and is currently in training with the Institute for Poetic 
Medicine. Recent work can be found at the Langdon Review, and is 
forthcoming in Mom Egg Review and The Healing Muse. When not 
working at the public library or writing poetry, she plays cello.

Writer, grandmother, storyteller, Patricia Wild’s full-time writing career 
began in 1999 when her novel, Swimming In It, was published by 
Flower Valley Press. Other publications include her 2008 memoir, Way 
Opens: A Spiritual Journey; her online essays have appeared in “First 
Day Press” and “Friends Journal.” In 2017 she created an interactive 
website, Welling Up.net, to share her novel, Welling Up, the sequel to 
Swimming In It, online. Strands: An Apprenticeship with Grief and Loss, 
published by Barclay Press, will be available in the summer of 2022. You 
can follow her on https://patriciawild.net. A member of Friends Meeting 
at Cambridge, she lives in Somerville, Massachusetts.

Emmanuel Williams is an Englishman living in the Sierra foothills of 
East California. He worked as a teacher in London, France, Java and 
California. He was for decades a teacher who wrote. Now, at 82, he’s a 
writer who occasionally teaches. He has lots of self-published books on 
Amazon, including his new book: An Old Man Talking to God.

Beth Oast Williams’s poetry has appeared in West Texas Literary 
Review, Wisconsin Review, Glass Mountain, GASHER Journal, Poetry 

https://patriciawild.net
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South, Fjords Review, and Rattle’s Poets Respond, among others. Her 
poems have been nominated twice for the Pushcart Prize. Her first 
chapbook, Riding Horses in the Harbor, was published in 2020.

Megan Reeves Williamson is a vintage book collage artist, visual 
arts instructor, and poet. Her themes center around contrasts and 
juxtapositions, typically exploring the subtleties that exist between the 
physical and spiritual worlds. Williamson creates near Atlanta, GA. More 
of her work can be found @juxtaposed_art_studio on Instagram.

Danielle Wolffe is a poet, novelist and ghostwriter. Her work has 
appeared in the Nation, on All Things Considered, on the Takeaway, in 
Telling Our Stories Press, the Elephant Journal and Mused. Some of her 
clients work has been published by top houses.

Diana Woodcock is the author of seven chapbooks and four poetry 
collections, most recently Facing Aridity (a finalist for the 2020 Prism Prize 
for Climate Literature). Forthcoming in 2023 is Holy Sparks (a finalist for 
the 2020 Paraclete Press Poetry Award). Recipient of the 2011 Vernice 
Quebodeaux Pathways Poetry Prize for Women for her debut collection, 
Swaying on the Elephant’s Shoulders, she currently teaches in Qatar at 
Virginia Commonwealth University’s branch campus. She holds a PhD 
in Creative Writing from Lancaster University, where her research was 
an inquiry into the role of poetry in the search for an environmental ethic.

Christopher Woods is a writer and photographer who lives in Chappell 
Hill, Texas. He has published a novel, THE DREAM PATCH, a prose 
collection, UNDER A RIVERBED SKY, and a book of stage monologues 
for actors, HEART SPEAK. His photographs can be seen in his galleries: 
http://christopherwoods.zenfolio.com/, https://www.instagram.com/

http://christopherwoods.zenfolio.com/
https://www.instagram.com/dreamwood77019/
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dreamwood77019/. His photography prompt book for writers, FROM 
VISION TO TEXT, is forthcoming from PROPERTIUS PRESS. 
His novella, HEARTS IN THE DARK, was recently published by 
RUNNING WILD PRESS. His poetry chapbook, WHAT COMES, 
WHAT GOES, is forthcoming from KELSAY BOOKS. He has 
received residencies from The Ucross Foundation and the Edward 
Albee Foundation.

Carl Yonder is a surrealist painter and illustrator who lives and works 
in Maryland. Inspired by sensory deprivation float experiences and 
lifelong traveling, Yonder’s work reflects his own journey through 
the subconscious serving as a conduit explorer discovering ancient 
cultures, rituals from prehistory and esoteric beliefs. Recently, he 
won the Curator’s Choice Award in December 2020 for his work 
at the Brooklyn, New York-based Greenpoint Gallery. He also had 
exhibitions with the I Like Your Work podcast, the Congruence 2020 
summer show, 2019’s Big Bold and Beautiful II, 2020’s Delaplaine 
Pops! Group show, in addition to a solo exhibition at the Best 
Medicine Rep Theater Company in 2018. More  of his work can be 
found at carlyonder.com.

https://www.instagram.com/dreamwood77019/
http://carlyonder.com
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